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COMMUNICATING
Emilis Prelgauskas

CONTRIBUTORS TO SOARING AUSTRALIA OVER TIME GIVE US A SNAPSHOT OF HOW PEOPLE WITH
SIMILAR INTERESTS SWAP INFORMATION . AT A PREVIOUS TIME , 'SEE AND AVOID ' WAS ACCEPTED
AS A PRIMARY TOOL FOR AIRBORNE PILOTS TO BE AWARE OF EACH OTHERS ' MOVEMENTS . MORE
RECENTLY TH E EMPHASIS HAS GRADUALLY SHI FTED TOWARDS RADIO BECOMING INTEGRAL
TO THIS , WITH THE 'SEEING ' PART BEING INFORMED, PROMPTED AND fOCUSED BY THE TALK.
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mplicit in this evolution is that radio
hardware is today more reliable,
pilots of more forms of aviation are
expected to contact one another,
and the rigour of use is more structured,
so that it can be brought into the mix
in a primary way. On the downside the
instructions impose on all operators
obligations concerning equipment and
operation, from the pilot under contest
pressure in controlled airspace through
to the casual pleasure operator at a paddock site well away from the hubbub.
At the same time, sport aviation
developed flight alarms which more
directly underpin seeing without the
background worries: 'Am Ion the right
frequency', 'Is the other guy listening',
'Has he got enough transmission power
for me to hear him' ... assuming all along,
of course, that the unpowered craft itself
has sufficient on-board power not devoted to other tasks to hold up its end of
the exchange.
Similarly, transmission matters
influence the other communications
within and between sports. In the past,
a letter was needed if the subject
required recording officially; a telephone
sufficed if the contact was less formal.
Today electronic communication is used
in both, and sometimes misunderstandings
occur over which of these two modes
was intended.
Our hard-copy magazine is essentially
prepared electronica lly, and the subject
then arises about 'lower quality content'
(LQC), to borrow Brian Webb's descriptor
from HGFA. Traditionally, a hard-copy
magazine prospered if it contained a mix
of formal communication, light-hearted
stuff, scuttlebutt and controversy. Lighthearted and scuttlebutt can be viewed
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as LQC. Controversy promoted engagement by the readership, and inevitably
generated follow-on content until the
editor closed the subject, usually by
raising the next contentious topic.
Yet, as a magazine becomes sanitised
through a preference for formal communication only, not only is controversy
knifed, but a by-product is that engagement by the readership is also cut. This
might be a direct driver of LQC and
limited offerings. Pages and pages of
Board regulations dampen the value of
those short, sharp contributions on what
makes the sport better - many more of
which would be valuable, be they phrased
in LQC or other terms.
Australian magazines have been
unable to replicate the 'monthly commentator' which is a unifying feature in other
soaring magazines. 'Platypus' in the UK
and 'Safety Corner' in the US are standout examples. No doubt there are months
when LQC might be implicated in their
columns, but reader engagement is higher where content is judged to be clear
of the implication of censorship of
subjects, authors or inviolate beliefs .
As communication continues to
change, the conversation moves to the
mix between hard copy and virtual
delivery. Insight comes from mainstream
media, in which television programs also
extend to their own cross-media (hardcopy news stand) publications and books.

are seen by some as an interruption
or violation to the reader.
Yet there is no evidence of a withering of hard-copy titles or spread of
subject matter. Each has its place. Pageflicking is easier in the hand; specific
searching is easier in a well-constructed
virtual linked world . Each has its limitations. Accumulated hard copies take
space; the virtual world can be travelled
through casually, though important
items lack the reminder trigger for later
follow up.
The other aspect worth mentioning
is that communication is, by its nature,
intended to be two-way. Reader engagement in the hard copy, and member
engagement in the broader sense, are
dampened where contact is sporadic. That
has implications for magazine frequency,
as it has for other comms. 'It's on our
website' is less personable than occasional
but routine outward offerings - as should
be the follow-up when it was offered as
part of the federation's magazine survey.

¥"
Cartoon by Codez

The evolution of e-book technology, it
was thought, 'threatened' the publishing
industry. It was believed that electronic
links from a product offering in an
e-zine would be better business for both
magazine reader and advertisers than
ads in a hard-copy magazine. The latter
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GFA Board Members Term
of Office - Why Change?
Ralph Henderson

THE JUNE 2010 EDITION OF SOARING AUSTRALIA CONTAINED AN ARTICLE OUTLINING A PROPOSAL
BY THE GFA BOARD TO CHANGE THE GfAARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION. THE PROPOSED CHANGE
WOULD MEAN THAT BOARD MEMBERS COULD BE ON THE BOARD FOREVER, PROVIDED THEY ONLY
SERVED A MAXIMUM OF FIVE YEARS iN ANY ONE POSITION. THIS IS A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE FROM
TH E CURRENT REQJJIREMENT THAT BOARD MEMBERS CAN ONLY SPEND A MAXIMUM Of FIVE
YEARS ON THE BOARD. THE ARTICLE WAS A JUSTIFLCATION FOR THE PROPOSED CHANGE , BUT DID
NOT ADEQ!)ATELY DISCUSS THE ISSUE OR CONSiDER POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO THE
PERCEIVED ' PROBLEM'.

~

he problem is apparently that the
maximum term of office for Board members is limited to five years. Two reasons
are given for why this is a problem: firstly,
that the Board made a mistake five years

ago; and secondly, that the current rule
will have "a negative and disruptive

effect on the governance of GFA. "
According to the article, "the intention at the time was to limit the consecutive tenure in anyone position on the
Board rather than place a limit on Board
membership overall." This is hard to
believe. My memory of the time is that
those who were drafting the new GFA
articles were experienced GFA executive
members of many years' standing, who
would have understood the issues well.
Are we to believe that they didn't know
what they were writing? Equally, are
we to believe that the Board/Executive
members at the time who recommended these articles to the members didn't
read them or understand them? I don 't
think so.
However, it is possible that they made
a mistake. We all make mistakes. But if
it was a mistake, why has it taken five
years to discover it and seek to rectify
it? Normally, if you make a mistake you
seek to rectify it as soon as possible . Are
we to believe that no one knew about
this mistake for five years? Why wasn't
it picked up and fixed a year later at the
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next AGM? I know that the GFA Board
knew about this problem in 2009. Why
was nothing done then? Why wait until
the last minute?
Without knowing the answers to
these questions, all I can say is that it
is not uncommon in politics to leave
fixing a problem until it has become
a crisis, and that immediate drastic

There is a paragraph in the article
about people moving from one position
to another. This happens to some degree,
but members need to understand how
Board members are elected. The five
Board members who represent each
of the states are elected by the GFA
members in their state, by whatever
means the state association desires. The

action is then suddenly required to fix
the problem. Because the problem is now
a crisis requiring immediate action, there
is no time for widespread consultation
or serious consideration of alternatives.
Instead, the scenario is 'We have a crisis,

four committee chairs are elected by
their respective committee members. The
president, vice-president and treasurer
are elected by the other Board members.

we have to fix it now, here is a solution,
and you must support it!'
If this is the rule that we have now
and have had for five years, what is the
problem if it isn't changed? According
to the article:

•
•
•

•

It will have a negative and disruptive
effect on the governance of GFA
GFA is constantly struggling to
fill positions
Enforced turnover can cause
a great deal of frustration,
disruption and wasted effort
in trying to find candidates
It can involve people being persuaded
into something they may not really
want, with obvious outcomes for
them and the organisation as a whole

The point of this is that it is quite difficult
to move from a state Board member
position to a committee chair Board
member position, and vice-versa, due
to the different process of election .
The problem, then, seems to be
that after spending up to five years
on the Board in one of the lesser state
representative or committee chair roles,
a Board member runs out of time to serve
as vice-president or president . Bear in
mind that the articles only says that you
can't serve more than five consecutive
years. A Board member can take a year
off, go flying, spend some time with club
members and then come back a year
later, a bit like the way academics take
sabbatical leave from time to time.
Alternatively, if there is a desperate
need to keep someone on the Board for
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more than five yea rs, the Board has the
power to do so in special circumstances.
Putting all the above together, is
there really a case for change? What
about the positives of regular turnover?
The only positive given in the article is
that it is "a good thing to ensure fresh
input". Here are some other advantages
of turnover after five years:
New enthusiasm and innovation
More of the general membership
has GFA Board experience
•

•

Board members get a break after
five years, but can return after
a year's sabbatical if they like
When you join the Board you know
that that the maximum you can
serve is five years
There is no longer the difficulty
of tapping people on the shoulder
and telling them their time is up
It gets around the perception that
the GFA Board is just swapping

people around jobs so they can
have a lifetime career on the Board
One of the reasons people don't want
to serve on the Board is that they see it
as a 'closed shop' in which new ideas are
not welcome, and only people who 'fit in'
are allowed to join. Remember that the
Board consists of only 12 people out of
over 2000 GFA members . Surely we can
find that many people?
If we accept that the current situation
is a problem - and it's a big 'if' - then
what is the problem? The fact there is a
limit, or the number of years? If five years
is too short then could we just increase
the length of time to six years, seven
or whatever is the right number?

both worlds: for example, a maximum
of three, four or five years in anyone
position plus a maximum of five, six or
seven years on the Board in total. There
are many possible combinations.
I don't have a fixed view on what the
best answer is. What I would like to see
from the Board is a coherent argument
about the problems of the current rule,
a range of alternative options for solving
the problem, and the pros and cons of
each alternative.
There should then be some way
of seeking member feedback on which is
the preferred option. After that, it would

Or perhaps the problem is the concept
of a maximum number of years, which
the Board proposal seeks to do away with
altogether. An alternative would be to
have a combination of the existing rule
and the proposed new rule, the best of

be appropriate to put a suitable amendment to the members at an AGM. If there
isn 't time to do that before the 2010 AGM,
then so be it. There has been five years to
resolve this problem or 'mistake', depending on how you look at it. Another
year won 't make much difference. ~

Darling Downs Soaring Club
50th Anniversary

On 4 September 2010,
Darling Downs Soaring Club will be
having a celebration to commemorate
50 years since the club's first flight
on 7 September 1960.
Fly-in or Drive-in - All are welcome to
attend our special day, especially if you
are a past member, or have flown with
us, or would like to catch up with past
and current members.

Australian Agent
for Davis Instruments.

ECOWATCH
Unit 5, 17 Southfork Drive
Kilsyth VIC 3137
Phone: (03) 9761 7040 Fax: (03) 9761 7050
email: <davis@ecowatch.com.au>
web : [www.davisinstruments.com.au]
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For planning purposes, please notify
the DDSC Secretary, Richard Armstrong,
of your interest in attending:
Post: DDSC 50th Anniversary
PO Box 584, Toowoomba QLD 4350
Email: info@ddsc.org.au
Check our website for updates and
more details [www.gogliding.org.aul .
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e set ourselves up for the Queen's
Birthday long weekend at
Atkinson Dam, which is about
and hour west of Brisbane. We
found the perfect launch. A massive
bowl shaped turf farm where every
wind direction meant a downhill launch,
where there was perfectly mown lawn
for one kilometre in every direction,

W

Mel an John are about to launch
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all maintained by a very
supportive landowner.
We put the word
out that it was on, told
everyone we'd provide
bangas for every lunch and
prayed for good weather.
As the time drew close and
the online registrations
began to roll in, we got
a little excited at the
prospects of having a
SEQ PPG fly-in . We expected a fair bit of
interest from the local PPG guys, but were
over the moon when we also got some
interest from powered hangies and the
aerochute community. We knew we were
on to a good thing .
As the numbers climbed above 30,
we started to wonder if we were going
to have enough room for everyone and
headed out to buy more bangas . Numbers
continued to climb and we heard that
people were coming in from all
corners of the eastern seaboard .
One guy even came over 2000km
from South Australia. Well you
know what they say about South
Australians - mad as cut snakes.
We were about a week and a
half out before the first negative
weather report came in, which
we promptly ignored, but secretly
enquired if there was a return
policy on the 45kg of bangas we 'd

Bob Bauer just after launch

bought. Finally D-day approached and
the day prior looked magnificent - the
most perfect weather one could imagine
to PPG in .
As is always the case, a number of
pilots turn up a day early to help set up,
get familiarised with the area and take
their camp sites, as well as to make sure
they knew the way to the pub. Yet, that
had to wait - there was flying to be done.

Grant the Paw Man after a great flight
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Brian Walker

Ben Darke launching

Grant Cassar early morning over the Dam

Chris Drake

Mark Cropp on duty

only flyable day, we were going to make
the most of it.
The perfect conditions lasted all day
Friday, but the next day was a shocker.
Saturday delivered high and gusty winds,
which grounded all but the most hardened, committed and fearless PPG pilots and
the aerochute guy. Well you know what
they say about aerochute pilots - great
human beings, but a sandwich short
of a picnic. The weather was exactly in
accordance with the forecast. We were all

The weather was so good that setting up
the fly-in was put on the backburner by
the organisers. If this was going to be the

in a funk, thinking that our fly-in, which
was now as large as the biggest that
Australia has ever had, was heading for
the toilet because of crappy weather.

Brett Paull and

Rizzo just landed

While the wind was up Dave
the Mechanic, who came along with
Andrew Polidano's Poliglide Team, was
hot property as many of us sought his

Providing 2 years warranty on all new FRESH BREEZE MOTORS which come
with DlUV, the highest certification system in the industry
Providing a SERVI€E TEAM of 2 mechanics & a parts manager. They provide
guidance for the care & factory servicing requirements of your Paramotor
6 days a week during office hours. This team also attends all major Fly-ins
& Competition events to ensure your machine is at peak performance
Providing the best possible paramotor training with lop experienced instructors
.-.-........ who seriously love to both fly & teach
Providing VHF training
& endorsements

:o~'aard

practice

all Paramotor certificates

POLIGLIDE has a large selection of new and second hana machines in stock as well
as over $20,000 worth of parts located here in Australia at their workshop.
CONTACT: ANDREW POL/DANO - 0428 666 843
Email -enquires@poliglide.com
Check out our website for more details - www.poliglide.com

advice on the niggles with our motors.
Even the master, Bob Bauer, turned his
considerable experience towards solving
a long lasting issue a mosquito pilot was
having with his machine . Ben Darke of
Kangook was as happy as a kid in a lolly
shop, fitting throttles and providing his
skills to get our motors ready to go as
soon as the wind died down.
Andrew Polidano competition champion

Fortunately for us, the wind backed
off late in the afternoon and there was
a rush to get airborne. A bunch of pilots
had a great but bumpy hour before the
sun went down.
Saturday night around the campfire
was jubilant to say the least. The late
afternoon flight got the juices flowing
and there was an air of hope for a flyable
day on Sunday.
Sunday was overcast and had an
equally dodgy forecast, but it was calm
early in the morning. Those whose
hangovers would allow, made an early
departure for launch to make sure that
they got the most of the flyable weather.
Well the flyable weather stayed all day.
Everyone got amongst it. What made it
even better was that the wind came on
just enough for people to reverse launch,
which made everyone that little bit
happier for no longer having to do
a dreaded nil wind forward launch.
Sunday night around the campfire
was even more jubilant than the night
before, re-living some of the challenges
of the competition events of the day.
Everyone had a great day, flying the dam
and countryside between Esk, Wivenhoe
dam, Gatton, and Lowood . The economy
task and bomb drop for the competition
was completed in late in the afternoon
and it was a great site seeing nearly 40
pilots in a left hand circuit kicking sticks
and cutting laps. At the presentations
that night the champions were named
and the Porky's awarded. The Bronze
Porky for third place went to Bob Bauer.
The Silver Porky went to Chris Allan
and the Gold Porky and Dam Busters
Champion for 2010 was Andrew Polidano.
Monday was a repeat of Sunday,
overcast but flyable. Many chose to get
an early flight in, then pack and start
down the long road home, after a truly
magnificent weekend of flying . In the
end Dam Busters attracted over 40 pilots,
10 partner, five kids and two babies. We
flew every day and raffles raised $450
for Care Flight.
The event would not have been possible without the support of Lee Scott of
High Adventure, Ben Darke of Kangook,
Andrew Polidano of Poliglide, Gavin from
One Small Planet, Brett Coupland of
Whirlwind and Adrian Clarke of Hell Bells
Embroidery. A big 'Thanks' to all those
that attended. We are already looking
forward to seeing you all again next year
at Dam Buster's 2011 .
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HGFA News
Red Bull X-Alps 2011
The world's most spectacular adventure
race seeks athletes for its fifth edition .
Applications for the 2011 Red Bull
X-Alps, open on 15 July 2010 and budding
athletes have until 30 September 2010
to register their intent to participate.
The Red Bull X-Alps 2011 will be the
fifth edition of the extremely popular
adventure race where athletes must hike
or paraglide their way across the Alps
from Salzburg in Austria to Monaco on
the Mediterranean coast.
Motorised transport is not allowed,
but athletes may have one supporter to
provide food, shelter and advice . The
non-stop race ends only when the first
athlete reaches goal and fans can follow
every participant's move on the official
website's Live Tracking map .
A race committee will select 30 international athletes from the applicants,
based on their endurance, flying ability
and overall grit and determination.
In 2009, Swiss rookie Christian Maurer
(SUI3) blitzed the field with an incredible
display of paragliding skill and tactical
nous. The 28-year-old reached Monaco
in just 10 days - a record time for the
event. Alex Hofer (SUI1) was second and
Honza Rejmanek (USA) third .
Applications can be made via the
official website [www.redbullxalps.comJ
from 15 July 2010.
Check out the Red Bull X-Alps on
[www.facebook.com/redbulixalpsJ and
[www.twitter.com/redbu Ilxa IpsJ.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
NEW PRODUCTS

Icom Airband VHF Radios
Manilla Paragliding is a Premium lcom
dealer and is offering the excellent
Icom airband radio IC-A 15 at special
discount price of $359 including
delivery (RRP is $399). Speaker mic to
suit is model HM173 at $99 (RRP $111) .
The IC-A 15 uses the same case
and charger as the well known
UHF CB model the IC-41 S. The
speaker mics however are not
interchangeable.
Contact Godfrey on 02 6785
6545 or <skygodfrey@aol.com>.

Advance News
Revolutionary Axess 2 Air Harness

After an extensive R&D period Advance
(Switzerland) has released a new revolutionary, fully certified, light-weight
harness, the Axess 2 Air.
The Axess 2 Air weighs only just over
3kg - a result of the detailed attention
August 2010

given to materials used,
maintaining weightsaving priorities combined with the exact
demands of each component. Intelligent input
includes the use of new
technology and experience
- an example of which is the elaborate
foam construction of the airbag which
does its job without needing vulnerable
hard items or valves.
The compact-stowing airbag automatically takes up its shape and full volume
immediately after unpacking . The airbag
is therefore already fully functioning on
the ground, without needing the constant
airflow of conventional airbags which are
not fully protecting the pilot until he is
in the air. This system fulfils the new LTF/
EN standards at the highest values and
provides top level passive safety.
Available in two colours, three sizes
for pilot heights 155 to 202cm, the Axess
2 Air is a fully featured, fully adjustable
and extremely comfortable harness suited
to all levels of flying from novice right
through to extended xc.
The RRP of $940 makes it exceptional
value for such a quality, high-tech product.
Advance Releases New Omega 8 - LTF 2/3
Advance has just released its ground breaking fully certified high performance glider.
The Omega 8 has the ultimate pedigree
and heritage seen in a paraglider, derived
after three years of constant R&D from
victories in the World Cup (2008), World
Champs (2009) and Red Bull X-Alps (2009).
It clearly lives up to the slogan 'Inspired
by Success' and isn't simply
a de-tuned Open Class glider
or re-vamped older model.
The all new three-line design
is the highest performing LTF
2/3 class glider ever built, yet

Photo: Dean Treml/Red Bull Photofiles

unlike its competitors the Omega 8 does
this with a modest aspect ratio of 6.8
in typical Advance style. Years of design
experience extract the best from the
lowest possible aspect ratio, thus make
the glider safer and easier for the pilot,
opposed to simply adding aspect ratio
to achieve more performance - a crude
option degrading flight characteristics.
Handling, passive and active safety
were all high priorities in the design
ensuring a fully useable performance
envelope. The speed
system is smooth
and finely tuned
to the new profile
to ensure highest
efficiency and safety
even in turbulent
air. A real measured
glide of 10.6 with
the flattest polar ever seen in an LTF 2/3 .
Built to leading industry quality ~tan
dards with attention to detail. The specially
developed hybrid micro lines are doublecoated and sheathed at the loops to ensure
longevity - saving over $1200 over the
glider's life. Available in four sizes, weights
65 to 130kg, the Omega 8 is ready for test
flight by suitably experienced pilots.
For more info contact the importer
Manilla Paragliding, Godfrey Wenness.
Ph: 02 67856545 <skygodfrey@aol.com>.
For tech info and a video on the web
[www.advance.chJ .
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PARALLELS OF MERIDIANS?
Mathew Cameron

ONE OF THE MAIN AIMS OF THE GFA IS TO PRODUCE SAFE SOARING PILOTS SO THAT THEY MAY
ENJOY THE EXCELLENT CONDITIONS THAT WE HAVE FOR CROSS - COUNTRY FLIGHTS . THIS REQ!)IRES
SOME NAVIGATIONAL SKILLS. HOWEVER, FROM PERSONAL OBSERVATION AND CONVERSATIONS
WITH MANY GLIDER PILOTS IT WOULD APPEAR THAT THE TEACHING OF NAVIGATION BASICS HAS
REACHED A STAGE WHERE IT IS SIMPLY A NON - EVENT, AND THE NECESSARY SKILLS ARE LACKING .

I

t is obvious that we now have a whole
generation, or perhaps two, of glider
pilots who do not know how to read
maps, do not understand their instruments
and simply cannot navigate without the
use of electronic aids. This is, I suggest;
a sad state of affairs.
The budding cross-country pilot must
have an electronic navigation aid if they
are be successful in competition or badge
flying; all they have to do is to follow the
electronic line to the next turning point
and eventually the destination. If, as is
normal in gliding, you have had to divert
off track to obtain lift, just press the 'go
to ' button and instantly a new electronic
track is created for one to follow. This,
in my opinion, is not navigation; you are
simply flying the glider on an electronic
game. You should be aware that the
electronic chart may not be all that
accurate, as I have discovered.
If we continue to proceed down this
path, I suggest that in a few years time
gliding competitions in the real world will
be a thing of the past. The competition
authority will set the task in Condor
or another suitable gliding simulator.
God-like, they will insert thermals of
varying intensity here and there for the
contestant to find and fly. You could
do the whole contest on your advanced
PC without leaving home. Much cheaper than the real world, and we can be
electronically accurate!
The trouble with electronics in
all fields of use is that the basics are
no longer taught or applied; the
electronically proficient will tell you
that they are simply out of date and
are not required . Yes, I will admit that
electronic devices are very accurate,
very fast and, when working at 100%
capacity, very useful. However, I suggest
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that they should be simply another AID
to navigation instead of what they have
become: the prime instrument of use.
To the younger generation it may
come as a surprise that, prior to the
arrival of electronic aids, international
aircraft navigated the world's oceans
for more than forty years using nothing
but a magnetic compass and a sextant.
Marine use of compass and sextant is
much older. The statement that the
compass is an unreliable instrument
during turns is common, and correct.
However; a properly installed and swung
magnetic compass, in steady flight, is
a very accurate instrument when you
understand its limitations. When your
electronic devices fail or the batteries run
flat it just might get you out of trouble .
Another common complaint is that
the current 1:1000000 WAC chart is not
suitable for gliding, as it is not accurate
enough. I disagree and would suggest
that the information available is sufficient
for the task at hand if you know how to
map read . The only other series of charts
that I am aware of that is available for
use is the Australian 1: 250 000 series. In
my opinion if you use these charts, the
average pilot will end up with a cockpit
full of paper that you cannot use in
flight. The previous American and RAAF
1: 500000 charts are no longer available .
It is correct that the electronic devices
may continually indicate your position
on the GPS page of your electronic aid
to the nearest second of latitude or
longitude. However, I suggest that the
only time that this great accuracy is
of use is after you have out landed in
farmer Brown 's paddock. The recovery
crew will appreciate the accuracy of
your position . I can hear the howls of
protest, but I ask: how do you use such

information whilst airborne? What you
really want to know is the continual
answer to three questions:
• What was my last positively
identified position?
• Which position am I aiming to get to?
• What land features stand out to assist
me in this task?
Another common complaint is that
pilots are looking at maps when they
should have their head outside the
cockpit. I disagree with this statement,
which in my opinion merely shows a lack
of planning and knowledge of how to
read and use maps. Proper use of standout ground features well ahead of the
aircraft ensures that you can keep a
proper lookout without perusing maps
for long periods of time . On a coaching
week I attended, the two final legs of
a set task both paralleled stand-out
straight roads. One quick glance of the
map in flight was all that was required .
In comparison, how much time is spent
looking at an electronic screen? How long
does it take to reprogram in flight when
conditions change?
Whilst this is not a lecture on map
reading, there is another aid that is
invaluable for planning all cross country
flights, and that is Google Earth. I have
found this to be of immense value, as it
will show stand-out features not shown
on a WAC chart, for example wooded
areas of a specific shape. The basis of any
successful cross-country flight is planning,
and the more thorough the planning
the more likely a successful flight. The
modern day glider pilot appears to
consider such planning to be somewhat
of a hindrance, being content to scroll
down an electronic list of waypoints,
enter those wanted, and then launch.
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One of the standards of cross-country
flying is to stay high and fly fast - really
good advice, as staying high makes crosscountry navigation so much easier. The
formula to calculate the distance to the
visible horizon in miles is the square root
of 1.15 times the aircraft height in feet,
d = v (1 .15 x h) (or in kilometres and
metres, d = v (12 .7 x h). You can do the
mathematics yourself: simply, higher
is better. However, be aware that this
distance may be limited by haze or
cloud shadow.
For the non-competition pilot, do
you really need an electronic final glide
computer to work out if you are going
to get home from your current position?
Are you absolutely sure that the information you have fed into it is 100% reliable?
What's wrong with the big computer
between your ears? Would you really
be concerned if you arrived in the circuit
1000ft higher than you wanted to?
How are we going to produce competent cross-country pilots if they do not
understand the basics? What knowledge

HAPPENED RECENTLY ON AN AIRFIELD
Martin Feeg
It seemed like just another training flight on this
quite hot day. The instructor hopped into the back
seat with very little water. After launch, the pilot
on checks asked for an outlanding training, and
it was granted. Everything went perfectly, but the
ground-run was a bit longer than intended; hence
some pushing was necessary, and the instructor
broke down.
Close shave? From my point of few, yes. The
instructor knew that he was vulnerable to heat, so why did he carry so little
water? Why did he not openly discuss it with the pilot on checks? Why did
he push himself into a tight corner by granting the outlanding exercise?
P.S. : The instructor recovered after getting water by stopping a passing car.
Safe soaring

do they have in order to get them out
of trouble when the electronics fail?
I am suggesting that these are questions
that need to be answered.
~

Notice of Annual General Meeting
The GFA 2010 AGM will be held at 9:30am
on 11 September 2010 at

Brisbane International Virginia Palms

Aviation Oxygen Systems

Cnr Sandgate & Zillmere Roads, Boondall, QLD 4034

MOUNTAIN
HIGH
Equipment & Supply Company

All members are welcome and registration
commences at 8:30 am
Proposed changes to the GFA Articles of Association
Statutory business
Receipt of the audited financial report,
•

Appointment of Regional Board reps,

•

Appointment of GFA auditors
At the conclusion of the AGM members will have
the opportunity to meet and address the Board
on any matter.

www.mhoxygen .com
Australian Dealers:
Composite Components
Ph: (03) 5339 2444
Email : comcom2@bigpond.net.au
Western Airmotive
Ph: (08) 9332 7655
Email: jae@westernair.com.au

The 2010 GFA Gliding Seminar will follow with

Technical Representative:

guest speakers on a variety of subjects.

(Bi-annual inspection service & advice)
Morgan Sandercock
Ph: 0428 433 484
Ema il: oxygen@sandercock.com

See the GFA Website for the latest details.
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49th Multi-class Nationals
- Dalby, October 2010

the airfield around the old sunstate Soar-

preliminary local rules are available on

Now that the entry process is largely over

ing hangar there will only be limited faci-

the website.

While there will be some camping on

apart from late changes, w e have turned

lities. It as assumed that most competitors

our attention to planning the on-ground

will be staying in motels in Dalby.

facilities and other organising . Some of
the work that was done for the 1994 and

to provide lunches. One of the Dalby

For meals we are only planning

The new entry form together w ith the

David Cleland, Contest Director

Chairman Of The GFA Sports
Committee To Retire

2004 Nationals remains . The gravel in

smoko vans will visit each day to enable

Rob Moore OAM, the current Chairman

the tie-down area and the underground

everyone to buy drinks and food for

of the GFA Sports Committee, is to

water reticulation are still there. This time
all the gliders will be tied down to the

morning tea and lunch . They have a very

retire at the Annual Board Meeting in

wide range at reasonable prices.

September 2010 . Expressions of interest

west of the main hangar area to simplify
the daily gridding and weighing process.
The big change for this year will be
that the briefings and the bar will be in
the Dalby Hang Gliding Club hangar next

As for operations before the official
expect to be able to provide launches on

Executive Level. The chairman is respon -

not launches are available before that will

sible for:

depend on the availability of tow pilots.

people can just walk to briefing. We will

With four weeks of continuous operations

have a marquee next to the hanga r, from

at the State comps, the Grand Prix and

where you will be able to see all the
airfield, crews can wait for pilots to arrive,

the Nationals, tow pilot availability w ill
be at a premium . We will let you know

and spectators can watch the finishes.

closer to the time.

hangar or marquee after tying down,
enjoy a cold drink while they download

This is a volunteer role with
involvement at both GFA Board and GFA

the weekend of 2/3 October. Whether or

to the tie-down area . This should mean

Pilots will be able to retire to the

are sought to fill this role .

practice day on Monday 4 October, we

Convening and chairing the Sports
Committee meetings
Overseeing the management of the
Sports Committee departments, its
officers, representatives and sub
committees
Setting active programs and budgets
for each year
Maintaining and updating the MOSP
- 4 Sporting

Check the website [www.ddsc.org .au/
dalby201 O/index.htmIJ for the latest news
or email me<rhenderson@iinet.net.au>.
Ralph Henderson

their trace and watch the scores come

•

through on a big screen .

Horsham Week Competition
5 to 12 February 2011

GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA INC
Airworthiness Inspection

FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE

o
o

A Form 2 inspection is due. $165 * payment
is enclosed
The C of A requires renewal. $42* payment
is enclosed and the existing C of A document

o

have a fantastic brand new website which
will be for all future comps as well as
this one. Go to [www.horshamweek.org.

has been requested.

0

The competition will be preceded by
Credit Card

o

Direct Deposit

For internet payments, deposit into:
BSB: 013-442

Account No: 304729562

ITC Committee
Coaching convenor

build up the history section of this site.
Please send articles to <webmaster@

Initial registration package is required.

Cheque

positions:
NCC Committee

auJ . We are looking for contributions to

$400 * payment is enclosed
* Fees include GST

o
o

and away with this compo Thanks to
Selwyn Ellis and Jarek Mosiejewski we

horshamweek.org .au>. The competition is
GFA-sanctioned and CAsA authorisation

is returned

Payment method:

o

The new organisation committee is up

the VsA Cross-country Coaching Week
featuring seminars, pre-flight briefings
and post-flight analyses, and will now

Contributing to the management
of the GFA at an executive level,
including attendance at all GFA Board/
Executive meetings
Financial accounts pertaining to the
sports committee
The committee comprises these

FAI certificates officer
Trophies officer
•

IGC representative
The GFA is currently developing

a sMs, and the Chairman will be
responsible for overseeing the sporting
aspects of this when introduced.
Please contact Rob Moore OAM (ph :

include two streams for novice cross-coun-

0882588026 or by email <robcoll @adam .

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST

try and advanced soaring pilots. Refer to

com.au» who can discuss the job role and

Please send me a transfer of ownership document

the Soaring Calendar for contact details .
The new committee comprises of

provide a job description. Applications
close on 13 August 2010.

Please send me a change of registered
operator document

Contest Director David Cleland, Safety
Officer Colin Campbell, Treasurer Chris

Aircraft Type ........ .... .................. .. .. ... ... ... ..................... .. ........... ..

Thorpe, Met David Wilson, Scorer Selwyn

GFA Airworthiness Directive
Ad-663 (Issue 1)

Registration marks VH - .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .............. .. .. .............. .

Ellis, Assistant Scorers Andrew Murphy

Address to which documents are to be sent is:

and Buzz Bailey, Tug Coordinator Jack

(NB - this is an extract only; see the
Directive for full text)

Name ... ... ...... ... ... .......................... ... .. ... ................................... ..

Hart, Webmaster Jarek Mosiejewski,

Type affected:

Address ......................................... .. .................. .. ..... .. ... .... .. ...... .

Airfield Max Hedt and catering (for

BLANIK L-13 & L-13A Sailplanes, all
serial no's. Note:-The L-13A should not
be confused with the L-13A 1. This AD
does not apply to Blaniks which have
been modified to L-13 A 1 (Llewellyn
Modification).

her30th year) Lorelle Esmore . We still
State ...... .. .... ..... .... ..... .. .. ........ .. .... .. .. .. .. . Postcode .... .... ... ........ .. .

Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary,
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062_
Email: <Airworthiness@sec.gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9303 7960
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have the position of Tugmaster vacant
and would welcome a volunteer. Please
be sure to enter early, as I feel we will
reach our cap of 40 gliders this year.
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Subject:
Wing Main Spar Failure & Operational
Limitations.
Background:
Following an aerobatic flight a Blanik
L-13 sailplane was joining circuit when
the lower main spar failed at the
attachment tongue, causing the right
wing to separate from the fuselage . The
aircraft was obviously not controllable
and crashed, killing both occupants.
Preliminary investigation suggests that
the failure may have been due to fatigue.
Documentation:
EASA has issued Emergency AD 20100119-E, superseded by AD 2010-0122E.
Aircraft Industries a.s.( the TC holder) has
issued "Mandatory Bulletin No L131109a"
dated 18 June 2010, a copy of which is
attached and forms part of this AD and
GFA has issued an Information Request
for aircraft TTIS & other information
dated 24 June 2010, a copy of which is
included with this AD. AD 2010-0122E is
identical to 2010-0119E, except that L-13A
models are now included.
Action required:
1. Effective immediately:
All aerobatic manoeuvres are prohibited,
and the chapter titled "AEROBATICS" in
the flight manual is invalidated.
2. Before next flight:
Insert a copy of this AD into the Flight
Manual and install an 'AER OBATICS
PROHIBITED' placard in a prominent
position in each cockpit.
3. Before next flight:

Industries a.s.) An address label is
included for this purpose.
5. Complete the GFA Information
Request and forward it, together with
a copy of pages four and five of MB
L13/1 09a as requested in Action 4, to the
GFA Airworthiness Department at the
earliest opportunity.
Weight and balance:
No change.
Implementation:
Action 3 may be performed by the holder
of a GFA Airworthiness Authorisation
for Annual Inspections or higher
authorization. All other actions may be
performed by the Registered Operator,
owner or owner's representative.
Compliance:
The requirements of this GFA
Airworthiness Directive are mandatory.
This Directive is issued pursuant to the
Rules and Regulations of the Gliding
Federation of Australia Inc.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The relaxed 7 day a week club
operation, varied terrain and
year-round good conditions
make lKSC ideal for pilots
wanting to get their CPC or fly
badge flights.
Hang glider, paraglider and
ultralight pilots are welcome .

CASA NEWS

Class D & Non-towered
Aerodromes eLearning

Tel: (02) 6769 7514
Email: manager@keepitsoaring.com

[www.casa.gov.au/elearning]
CASA's web-based eLearning program
offers two online tutorials detailing the

www.keepitsoaring.com

new airspace changes including 'Class D
airspace' and 'Operations at, or in the
vicinity of, non-towered aerodromes'.
Each tutorial topic takes approximately
5-10 minutes to complete. For general
enquiries regarding the online tutorials
email <elearning@casa.gov.au>.

Carry out an inspection of the wing
critical areas in accordance with the
attached MB L 1311 09a. If any cracks
are detected in the areas specified in
the above MB no further flights are

Try Before You Fly

permitted.
Note: It is doubtful that meaningful
results can be obtained using a 6X
magnifying glass, as called for in the MB.
The use of an econoscope, boroscope
or a digital camera of at least three
megapixel is recommended and will give
good results. Digital pictures, enlarged
and viewed on a 19 inch monitor will
yield exceptional detail. Bear in mind

how to operate in and around controlled
airspace and avoid airspace infringements.
It features interactive maps with added
visual terminal chart (VTC) information,

also that only the edges of the lower
spar cap below the steel tongue will be
inspectable. Also look for distortion of
the circled rivet heads at the lower skin.
4. Within 15 days of 24 June, (the
effective date of this AD) complete
pages four and five of MB L 1311 09a with
information from the aircraft logbook
and send it to the TC holder, (Aircraft

lake Keepit Soaring Club is the
perfect place to glide ... if you
are learning or if want to extend
your cross-country experience.

[www.casa.gov.au/ontrack]
OnTrack is a new interactive flight
planning tool available on the CASA
website. Using video, audio, pop-up alerts
and text, OnTrack helps brief pilots on

plus video guides on how to fly inbound
and outbound tracks into newlydesignated Class D aerodromes . It allows
pilots to navigate around airspace
boundaries, VFR routes, VFR/Class D
reporting points and military control
zones, before actually flying . (Remember
to plan your route thoroughly, and carry
current charts and documents. Always
check ERSA, NOTAMs and the weather
BEFORE you fly.)

lisa Trotter Refer website for~iJlllhft.Qf:~.:">

Tracie Exhibitors
Go Soaring, Mr Soaring, DAMPS, SWlfrAvionics

••

for full details visit
WWW
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The PPG Nil Wind Forward Launch
- Not For The Fainthearted
Grant Cassar

AS I PREPARE FOR THE DAM BUSTERS 2010 AND THIS YEAR'S PICO POWERED PARAGLIDER (PPG) FlYINS, IT OCCURS TO ME THAT ITS TIME TO START THINKING ABOUT NIL WIND FORWARD LAUNCHES.
THERE IS NO MORE fRUSTRATING THING IN PPG THAN THE NIL WIND fORWARD LAUNCH. IT IS THE
GATEKEEPER TO THE PERFECT LAMINAR AIR THAT AWAITS YOU JUST A FEW FEET OFF THE GROUND
ON THOSE EARLY MORNINGS BEfORE WORK.
he nil wind forward isthe bane of
every PPG pilot as they are rarely done
free flying, easily blown and enormously
frustrating when that wing just won't do
what you want it to. However, it must be
mastered if you are to get the most out
of your paramotoring .
By no means do I profess to be the
guru of the nil wind forward, but I have
a routine that means I now blow one out
of 10 attempts as opposed to nine out
of 10. I promise it is a demoralising and
sometimes expensive situation when you
blow more launches than you get. 50 this
is how I do it.

li

Step 1 - Warm up the motor
At this stage I'm doing a comprehensive
check of the motor and making sure that
it is right to start. I also do a comprehensive check on my radio, GP5, camera and
all of the ancillary equipment I intent to
take with me, including making sure my
mobile phone is turned off and secured
in my harness. This is an essential piece
of safety equipment, so don't waist the
battery while flying . I then fuel up, start
up and I run it for long enough to satisfy
myself that nothing I could prevent on
the ground will go wrong. I'm listening
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for strange noises which may indicate a
mechanical fault. I then move the motor
and all of the ancillaries to where I intend
to execute my launch . I make the last trip
to the car to collect my wing.
There a two major threats I focus on
at this stage. The first is that my motor
does not go straight to full tilt on start
up. This could easily push you over and at
best damage the gear or at worst damage
you or someone standing close by. The
second is for something off the ground
being sucked into the prop. This will
damage the prop and stop you before
you start. I know people who only warm
up their motor while wearing it. The
point is to be very careful about what
you're staring your motor on.

where that is and orientate the wing into
it. Once I've worked that out I lay the wing
in an arrowhead pattern so that the
centre of the wing is sitting upright. This
ensures that the centre inflates first which
will help make sure it comes up directly
above your head, will maintain its direction while your running and it's inflating.
The major threat at this stage is a
knot or snag in your lines. I spend a bit
of time checking that my lines are clear.
A knot, even a loose one, in the lines will
defeat you in a nil wind launch.

Step 2 - Layout the wing
It seems simple enough, but failure at this
step will almost guarantee a failed launch
attempt. Nil wind rarely means absolutely
still. It usually means very light and variable. In cases when it is completely still,
orientate your wing to the longest reach
of your runway, but be prepared to reorientate when you get an indication of wind
direction. Like I said, in most cases there
is the slightest of breezes, so I try to find

Step 3 - Connect the wing
I put my motor on first and start it last,
but those who have high compression
pull starting may need to start first then
don the motor. Once the motor is on,
I check all the ancillaries, like my flight
deck is attached and that my reserve handle is secure . I then connect the risers to
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the harness ensuring two things : Firstly
that they are up the right way and most
importantly that my trimmers are all the
way in . I then pick up the brake handles
and A risers in normal manner, take a step
or two back towards the wing and start up.
The threat at this stage is catching
your lines in your propeller as they may
have been brought in while you were
attaching risers. Before starting the motor
make sure your hands are held wide and
low and the lines are clear of the prop .

Step 4 - Set for launch
I check to make sure that I'm standing
in the centred of the wing and that I'm
orientated in the same direction as the
wing. Also that the wing and I are still
orientated into what little wind there is.
I do this by walking forward slowly and
testing the pressure on the lines, making
sure I have even pressure in both hands.
Once satisfied I take a couple of paces
back toward the wing I run the revs up
to as much as I can hold.
The threat at this stage is having your
prop wash inflate or blow your wing
around . Be careful not to inadvertently
blow the wing to smithereens, which will
mess up all of your preparations.

What is essential is that you run and run
hard . I apply about 15% thrust. Not to
aid in getting the wing up, because I run
hard to do that, but to have a smoother
acceleration and avoid being twisted at
the shoulders as I go from idle straight
to maximum power.
So this is my launch drill: You start
a couple of paces back and bring on 15%
thrust. Have a very tight grip on the A
risers with hand low and wide . Take three
deep breaths and run forward as hard as
you can, leading from the chest. Continue
running and pulling the ft!.s from low and
wide to up in front of your face. Do not
let go of the A's until my risers are in the
normal flying position and taking the
load of the motor. Apply max power and
continue running hard . Release the ft!.s
and put your hands all the way up, allowing the wing to gain speed . Continue running and only apply brake pressure when
you cannot run any faster. Apply brake
pressure slowly and abort the launch if
you reach 50% brake - which very rarely
happens. You should be flying before you
reach min sink on the brakes, if you've
done everything right up to this point.
Remain on full power and in hang position
and aviate away from any low obstacles.
There are three major causes of
failure at this stage that
will defeat you
in launching or deny
you from climbing out
effectively:

to where my brake handle keepers
are. The last thing you want is a brake
handle in your prop. There is a youtube
post I think was caused by exactly this
happening and ended in a fatality.
I generally climb to a decent height,
back off the thrust, place my brakes in
the keepers and climb into the harness
and then I'm away. During climb out I
check the canopy, lines and that my risers
are not twisted. A half twist in the riser
is not a catastrophe, but it's not good.
It has happened to me once and I landed,
fixed it and relaunched.
The threats at this stage are low
obstacles. A RAAF pilot friend of mine
told me of a common pilot mantra
to always 'Aviate, Navigate, and
Communicate' in that order.
Like I said at the start, I'm not a guru
at this, but I hope my process helps you
get the odds of launching in nil wind
back in your favour.
~

Photos: Grant Teeboon

1. not running hard
enough,
2. letting go of the A's
too early and
3. sitting down in your
harness too quickly.
All of these things
have defeated me at
one point or another
and on occasion have
contributed to damage

Step 5 - Launch
Some say to apply a bit of thrust, others
say only apply thrust when the wing is
overhead. There are pros and cons to
both schools of thought. For example:
Apply too much thrust and the motor will
twist you at the shoulder and cause one
side of the wing to come up faster than
the other and make it impossible to run
straight, or if you don't apply any thrust
you may not have the strength to be able
to run hard enough to get the wing to
come all the way forward with the motor
on your back and there will be a lag
in your process which will deflate your
wing. For my money it doesn't matter.
August 2010

to both my equipment
and myself.

Step 6 - Climb into
the harness
The launch for me is
not over until I'm in my
harness and tracking
away from launch. If
you are like me and
need to use both
hands to get into your
harness, be wary of
letting go of both brake
handles at full thrust.
I find my cage is close
Soaring Australia
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MAKING HANG GLIDING VIDEOS
Pete (ass

I'VE ALWAYS ENJOYED PLAYING AROUND WITH TECHNOLOGY AND PRIOR TO HANG GLIDING THIS
INVOLVED A BIT OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND EXPERIMENTING WITH PHOTOSHOP. OVER THE LAST
COUPLE OF YEARS I'VE ALSO ADDED BITS AND PIECES OF VIDEO TOGETHER TO MAKE SOME AMATEUR
VIDEOS. RECENTLY I'VE TAKEN THE PLUNGE TO UPGRADE MY EQ1JIPMENT AND SOFTWARE TO
PRODUCE BETTER Q1JALITY VIDEOS . THIS ARTICLE DETAILS MY EXPERIENCES IN FINDING A SUITABLE
CAMCORDER, SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER FOR FILMING AND PRODUCING AMATEUR FULL HIGH
DEFINITION VIDEOS . HOPEFULLY THIS CAN ACT AS A STARTING POINT IF YOU TOO ARE INTERESTED
IN MAKING HANG GLIDING MOVIES .

I

've got no doubt in my mind that
when a video camera is aimed at me I'll
definitely stuff up my landing good and
proper - but now I'm the one with the
camera . Not only for bragging rights of
an excellent cross-country or for funniest
home videos, taking videos is a great
opportunity to evaluate your (and others)
performance with peer review to help
refine your technique, but most of all
it's to relive some excellent memories.
I still can't forget that day, one year ago
at Flinders monument, when Paul attached
a large VHS video camera upside down to
the back of his harness with duct tape to
take the footage of a sleddy. Now that's
the type of dedication I like! For playback
you have to turn the TV upside down.

WHERE TO BEGIN?
I like to stay on the cheaper side of things,
but this doesn't involve buying the cheapest equipment. It does, however, involve
finding the cheapest equipment that
checks out right. Generally you can find
enough info doing a bit of research on
the web, particularly looking at reviews
and forums. Initially I was looking for a
small streamlined video camera that does
HD video (720 x 1280 pixels). That is the
resolution of the average HD TV and the
quality of DVD. However, for a bit extra
I could get a full HD camcorder (1080 x
1920 pixels) which is the quality of most
new HD TVs and the same resolution of
BluRay. This sounded like a better option
because at the speed in which technology
increases, I didn't want my new camcorder to be very ordinary in a year or so.
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MY CAMCORDER
Such a camcorder is not cheap, right?
Well, not in the average shop . I managed
to source a great little camcorder for half
the price online from Hong Kong . It's the
Sanyo Xacti HD2000 for $400 (priced at
over $850 at major retailers in Melbourne).
It has the option of attaching a wide
angle lens, great if you want an onboard
camera. It also takes 8MP still photos.
This small camcorder is a pistol grip style
and the large LCD screen can be rotated
and folded back on itself to make it more
streamlined . The file format used is mp4.
It's best if you do your own research
prior to buying, as new models and sales
arise all the time. If you happen to buy a
similar camcorder which uses a memory
card, make sure the card is faster than
the camera upload speed. My particular
camcorder requires at least a 4-speed
card. Try to avoid buying cheap memory
card copies from overseas sellers on Ebay
as the cards often have less capacity and
speed than specified and no warranty.

PRODUCING VIDEOS
The picture looked great on my TV, but
here comes the next challenge. How do
I edit out all of the boring and shaky
bits? The only way to do this is with a
computer and appropriate software . I am
not familiar with Apple Macs so the rest
of this article is dedicated to PCs.
The software that comes with this
camera and others is only suitable for very
basic operations, like cutting (trimming),
pasting and simple burning . Furthermore
a lot of the basic and/or free software

packages are not compatible with full HD
files. One way around this is to film with
lower quality, but if you want to do this,
a cheaper camcorder with less resolution
becomes the logical option.
The most popular video editing
software packages include Corel Video
Studio, Cyberlink PowerDirector, Adobe
PremiereElements, Pinnacle Studio and
Sony Vegas Movie Studio. You can usually download trial software before purchasing the full version. This is important
as there are limitations with many software packages, especially with older versions. Some also may be incompatibly
with your computers hardware. If the
software is decent, it will let you know
if you need to download the required
drivers for your computer.
I have tried Corel VideoStudio and
Cyberlink PowerDirector. Both are very
similar, have great features and are easy
to learn and use without an instruction
manual. Corel VideoStudio V12 (previous
release) couldn't handle full HD mp4
files and the recent trial version (Pro X3)
didn't work on my computer. I next tried
Cyberlink PowerDirector with success.
It's best to experiment with what
works for you. The different products
generally appear to be priced on their
features and how well they perform.
I recently managed to purchase
PowerDirector via eBay for much cheaper
than retail (before you buy, make sure
you check out the sellers rating).
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MY FIRST ATTEM PT
I attached my camcorder with a wide
angle lens upside down on the keel of
my hang glider and pressed record at
least 10 minutes before I launched. The
battery and memory card will last for
almost two hours in a single session, but
unfortunately my flight lasted less than
10 minutes.
The software was able to flip the
video the right way up and it had heaps
of cool transitions and effects. Adding
music is easy and balancing it with vocals
is child's play. Many people replace the
wind noise you get from gliding with music.
One thing I was really impressed with
was the ability of the software to reduce
the shaking inevitably caused when
you zoom in to a glider far away. After
landing I filmed a pilot landing his Sting
approximately 100m away and I had the
analogue zoom most of the way out. This
inevitably resulted in the glider bouncing
all over the screen . After processing there
is a small loss in resolution with this transformation (particularly around the edges
of the screen), however, it was still an
excellent result as I would have discarded
the footage if not for this feature .

COMPUTER
AN 0 SOFTWARE
The computing power plays an important
role in video editing, especially if you
want to process full HD video. I had to
upgrade my laptop before trying this
software as my five-year old laptop was
definitely not up to the job. The take
home message I got from forums was
that if your computer satisfies the bare

minimum requirements specified by the
software, you may still have very slow
processing. Furthermore there's a strong
likelihood that the program may stall, if
not crash.
My new computer specs are as
follows: Core duo 2 processor 2.8 GHz,
six GB RAM, one GB graphic card and
Windows 7 64 bit. This computer is
moderate-high performing, however,
using the Cyberlink PowerDirector I still
get some minor pauses in the software,
but this is tolerable. In order to get further improvement a high speed external
hard drive would be required. Something
for me to consider in the future .
Nevertheless, once multiple clips
are edited and assembled, the software
produces the final file seamlessly. My
four-minute clip took me about 30
minutes to assemble (being pretty fussy)
and an extra 15 minutes for the software
to produce the final file. This can be
stored, burnt to DVD or BluRay or even

'Hang Gliding at Three Sisters'

editing, can be seen on YouTube under
'Hang Gliding at Three Sisters' [www.
youtube.com/watch ?v=HydfXYA 16jwJ.
This is a work in progress. The video
camera could have been mounted in a
better position, but overall I'm happy
with the results for a first attempt.

WHAT'S NEXT?
I have recently purchased a small video
camera (spy camera), the size of a USB

put on an internet site such as YouTube or
RideTheSpiral.
If you are not ready to upgrade your
computer and software yet that's okay. I
would recommend that you store the full
HD raw footage on DVD for processing
at a later date. In the meantime you
can download a free video converting

stick, so it has negligible wind resistance
and weight. It has a resolution of 1280 x
960 (HD) 30fps. My intention is to attach
the camera to my helmet. Generally

program to reduce the resolution, making
it easy to process on most older computers. I found the program 'Easy Video
Converter' to be useful.

including the best bits of footage. I
purchased this camera from eBay for
around $20 including postage, so I don't

THEVIOEO
The example in this article, and my first
attempt at using a full HD camera with

helmet cameras give a jerky picture as
you are always looking around, however,
by carefully trimming with video editing
software this can be minimised by only

expect outstanding results. However,
by splicing this video with additional
HD footage I hope to get an overall
interesting video clip.
Happy flying and filming .

The Company Which Produces High Quality Paragliding Wings And Equipment
Which Sets NEW World Standards!
GREEN (DHV 1) - the first DHV 1
with finesse over 8
BLUE (DHV 1-2) - wing for beginners
and advanced pilots
BLUE MT (DHV 1-2) - the ultra light wing
starts from 3,Skg
BLUE two - wing for tandem flights

RED (DHV 2) - a champion wing
for champions
Dynamic has one name: BLACK (ACRO)
ORANGE ST - the lightest manageable rescue
system that can take up to 130kg of weight
GREY - is a perfect multi functional
harness for all body size and shapes

Find out more details by visiting the AIRSPORT TEAM 5 Pty Ltd
website www.airsport-teamS.com.au or email <info@airsport-teamS.com.au>
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NATIONAL GLIDING SCHOOL

...-I'

AT GAWLER, 1965

j

Noel Matthews

attended the NGS in 1965 as a trainee. I
had been instructing since late 1960, and
was CFI at Clare (now the Balaklava club)
at the time.
We were using a Blanik, KTs, and our
club's ES52/4 on the course . The DCA C170
was made available for the two-week
course, but that year still had to be flown
by one of the local Examiners of Airmen.
One of the pilots was John Marshall, who
became my boss in Adelaide many years
down the track. (He later went to Perth,
and would often do a spell of aerotowing
for the local clubs there. He was happiest
when flying .)
Like me, the majority of the students
on the course were from winch clubs.
Aerotowing was still a bit of a novelty
for most. After a few days the course
instructors, comparing notes, found that
we were all making them stay very close
in station when on tow. They realized
that none of us had ever done any of the
aerotowing emergency procedures, so the
next day.. .
My next aerotow flight was in a
Blanik, with the late Peter Singleton .
Soon he was demonstrating some out-ofstation flying. I had my camera . "Hang
on," I said, "I just want to photograph
this to show the boys back home" .
"Righto", said Peter, "In that case I'll
just go out a bit further- it's only a DCA
NAAFI flying it." So I took home some
interesting pics. And on the way down, he

The DCA C170 with the Blanik only slightly out of station!

Ray Baird with a Blanik

taught me how to do proper stall turns. It
was a very worthwhile flight. (In case you
are wondering, Peter's expression for DCA

Peter Singleton doing stall turns over Gawler
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Production Boomerang VH-GNG arrives for flight testing, still in the red dope stage
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Articles and photographs courtesy Vintage Times. the official newsletter of Vintage Glide" Australia
flying staff stood for: "Noongs, Apes And
[expletivejldiots" .)
Later in the course our club's new
Boomerang flew in, still in the red dope
stage, for some flight testing . There had
been two earlier prototypes built, and

ours was the first production model. Eric
Eberbach of DCA had to use it to finish
the test program. After that, we took
delivery and painted it.
As I recall, Alan Patching was running
the course . Staff instructors included Ray
Baird from WA, Peter Singleton, and

to

Charles Lambeth. There was some serious
discussion about low-tow or high-tow
methods of aerotowing . Chas said to me:
"Anyone goes high-tow on me, I'd let the
rope go. But you'd be welcome to try it!"

KIWI KOOKABURRAS
Roger Brown (Vintage Kiwi)

Photo: Ian Dunkley

(Reproduced from an article in Soaring NZ. With thanks to Ian Dunkley and Robert Smits.
Photographs courtesy Evon Snowden & Nick Wisnewski, Robert Smits, Rae Kerr and
The Chris Wills Collection)

E

dmund Schneider's first
Australian-based design was the
Kangaroo two seater, followed
by the ES50 'Club', another two
seater, which was then followed by an
improved version of the Baby, the Grunau
Baby 4. Then came the Kookaburra twoseater side-by-side trainer. Here was a
two-seater trainer that had equal or
better performance than a number of
high performance single-seaters that were
actively flying at that time in the world .
The original Mk I version f irst flew on 20
June 1954, followed a short time later
by the Mkll. Mklll, MKIV and Longwing
models eventually followed .
Two examples of the Kookaburra
MKII were imported into New Zealand :
ZK GAV and ZK GBB. Two kits were also
exported to Brazil, however only one was
ever completed, and also one with a steel
tube fuselage was built in Europe as a
self-launcher.
Historical summaries of the two gliders:
ZK-GAV (sin 52-11-18) - South Canterbury
Gliding Club, 9 April 1956
Te Kuiti Gliding Club, 12 June 1964
Crashed 20 March 1965 - Gordington,
Hamilton . Cancelled on 3 June 1965
ZK-GBB (sin 52-11-26) - Marlborough
Gliding Club, 11 September 1957
•
•

Whakatane Gliding Club, 3 June 1971
Eastern Bay of Plenty Gliding Club, 18
August 1988
S.L. Stonnell, Rotorua, 1994
The Vintage and Classic Gliding
Club of New Zealand (Vintage Kiwi),

June 2009
During its time with the Marlborough
club, ZK-GBB clocked up some 1800 hours
with many happy memories of 'away
camps' in the Nelson Lakes district (at
Top House airfield near Lakes Rotoiti and
Rotoroa), and to an airstrip at Seddon,
August 2010

Photo: Greg Douglas
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plus giving flying displays at various air
pageants at Nelson. Oh, happy days. She
was then sold and shipped off to the
North Island, where she eventually got
'dinged' at Kawerau Airfield (18 March
1973, stalled and crashed on low circuitsubstantial damage).
ZK-G88 was virtually rebuilt by SOAR
(Sailplane Overhaul and Repair) based at
the Matamata airfield, and redelivered
back to the Eastern 8ay of Plenty Gliding
Club. Here she stayed over a long period
of time, occasionally flying, until for
reasons unknown she was 'rested' in the
back of the Kawerau hanger.
In 1988, the club made a decision
to get G88 flying again . She was totally
re-covered, given a new paint job
and was test flown on 5 May 1991 by
8en Stimpson . A new C of A was then
granted . However, more drama was to
unfold later, when a Cessna was 'tossed'
by very strong winds and ... yes, you
guessed it, somehow landed on top of
'88' . She really was not having a great
North Island experience, it has to be said.
She was this time 'permanently rested'
in the back of the Kawerau hanger, until
one day Sandy Stonnell, commander of
the local Air Training Corps squadron
20 Soaring Australia

in Rotorua, decided to take over the
ownership with the hope that one day
it could be rebuilt and used for ATC
experience flying. However, with time
rolling on and with '88' having now
taken over the garage, the original idea
of Sandy's was starting to diminish.
The plight of '88 ' was well known
within the VK ranks, so early in 2007
Vintage Kiwi as an organization decided
to approach Sandy to see if a dialogue
could be opened to hopefully save the
Kookaburra from one day going to the
tip. G88 deserved better than that . An
agreement was struck, and in 2008 she
was soon on her way down to Taranaki
with the boys from the Norfolk Aviation
Sports Club.
However, whilst enroute the onepiece 11 .7m wing decided to fly off the
open trailer and land back on the open
road, damaging a number of ribs and its
trailing edge.
With help from a couple of the local
lads and with a bit of 'Taranaki Gate'
ingenuity, G88's wing was once again tied
onto the trailer, and the long journey to
Inglewood continued.
With master repairer Jevon Snowden
(NZ's unsung hero from Wellington) and

with a lot of help from Kevin Wisnewski
of Inglewood, New Zealand's only
remaining Schneider Kookaburra has
gradually come together. Her official
debut 'coming out' party was at the next
Vintage Kiwi rally at Inglewood on Easter
weekend 2010.
Vintage Kiwi invited Sandy Stonnell to
attend 88's coming out over that Easter
weekend . She will now be operated by
the Norfolk Aviation Sports Club, on a
permanent loan scheme from the Vintage
and Classic Gliding Club of New Zealand .
She will also be part of the Young Vintage
Kiwi scheme, and of course fly the local
ATC squadron cadets as required .
What was now is, and she is really
looking fabulous. '88' truly is very unique,
and now has a new lease and purpose in
life. Oh happy days, once again .
(My personal thanks to the following
people whose contact, support, technical
advice, and donation of a box full of 'bits
and pieces' from ZK-GAV's leftovers,
certainly filled in the missing blanks at
the appropriate times to make 88's
resurrection possible: Dennis Hipperson
(Melbourne), Ian Patching (Secretary,
Vintage Gliders Australia), Stu Rogerson
(Vintage Kiwi, Hamilton)

"'¥'
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FROM THE ARCHIVES:
CHARLES WRAGG AND THE VICTORIA AERO CLUB BIPLANE GLIDER
Bernard Duckworth

wo photographs from Dick
Duckworth's collection show
a biplane glider from the era
preceding the First World
War. In the group photograph, the
glider has a rear horizontal stabiliser
and was evidently a hang glider. On the
reverse of this photograph there is the
notation "Epping - 1910 to 1914" and
a roug h sketch .
In the in-flight photograph, the
glider has a forward elevator and rear
vertical fin (consistent with the rough
sketch on the reverse of the previous
image) . In this configuration it is being
flown with the pilot seated on the lower
wing . Close examination of the in-flight
image indicates that the flight may have
been launched and partially stabilised in
flight by lines attached to the ends of the

T
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wings. On the reverse of this photograph
is written "1910".
The photographs were kept in an
envelope together with the business
card (Image 3) of Charles Arthur Wragg,
secretary of the Victoria Aero Club,
Melbourne.
A letter from Charles Wragg to the
aviation journal Flight (October 1915,
page 788) advised that the Victoria
Aero Club was formed in 1914 with an
object "to construct and experiment
with gliders, to popularise gliding as a
sport, to establish a library on the subject
for the use of members, and, in fact, to

do anything that will tend to promote
interests in aviation."
Charles Wragg's letter to Flight was
published with two photographs of the
club's glider. One of these is identical to
Image 2. The other was a photograph of
the glider as configured in Image 2, with
club members (a photograph not part of
the Duckworth collection that cannot be
included here). In this regard he wrote :
"Enclosed are photographs of a few
of the members with a glider, which was
presented to the club by Dr F. M. Johnson,
who is now, we believe, in England. It
had then no front elevator or vertical fin
and was controlled by movements of the
operator. It takes a good deal of wind to
get it off, but is all the better for that in
the air for the beginner, because of the
inertia . We have been using it on a fairly
steep slope and each operator, as he took
the landing bump with set teeth, wished
ardently for the power to increase the
lift co-efficient if only for the last two
seconds. We get just sufficient time in the
air to make us hate the idea of coming
to earth, and long to open a throttle and
soar over the hills ... "
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Within a year the club had acquired
another glider, as indicated by the
following item submitted by Charles
Wragg to the Melbourne Argus and
printed on 8 April 1916 by the newspaper
in a column headed "Aviation as a Sport":
"A Victorian Aero Club
As regards aeronautical societies, we

have made a beginning in Victoria with
the Aero Club, formed for the purpose
of promoting research work and interest
in aviation. The arrangements for giving
lectures have been made, and amongst
other subjects the construction and
maintenance of aeroplane gliders will be
dealt with from a practical point of view.
The club has two gliders, and these will
afford members a chance of learning the
first principles of flying . Those interested
can obtain additional information of the
aims and objects of the club by applying
to the hon. Secretary (Mr C. A Wragge,
355 Post-office place.) "
And in Notes for Boys by one Donald
Macdonald, in The Argus of 5 September
1916, the following report appeared :
"I find, through Mr C. A Wragg,
honorary secretary of the Victoria
Aero Club, that the Model Aero Club,
which existed some time ago, has been
disbanded. A number of the members,
including the honorary secretary, who
is now in camp, joined the Victoria
club. The objects of the club, Mr Wragg
states, are to promote the interests of
aviation by wind tunnel experiments,
and the construction of full size gliders.
The club has had good experience from
one aeroplane glider, while it has just
completed another of 30 ft. span. A
number of younger members experiment
with models, driven by both rubber and
compressed air. Lectures are given when
possible. The subscription is two guineas
per annum, which is rather prohibitive to
young enthusiasts. The secretary's address
is 355 Post-office place W, Melbourne."
It would be nice to know more about
the activities of the group pictured in
Image 1 given the indication that the
glider dated from 1910; that is, around
the time of the historic flights of the
Taylor glider at Narrabeen. Unfortunately
in my researches to date I have not been
able to find any reports of a group flying
or attempting to fly a glider at Epping on
the northern outskirts of Melbourne over
the period of 1910 to 1914, prior to the
formation of the Victoria Aero Club. Also,
my research into identifying the Dr F. M.
Johnson who presented the glider to the
club has not shed any light on the matter.

There is some importance for gliding
history that in 1914 this Melbourne group
recognized the potential for gliding as
the means of experiencing flight as a
sporting activity (in contrast to military
or commercial uses) and made that a
goal. Unfortunately, I have found nothing
to reveal whether the Victoria Aero Club
was consistently successful in flying its
gliders or in promoting gliding as sport.
It is quite likely that the conditions during the war made it difficult for recreational aviation .
Regardless of the success or otherwise
of the Victoria Aero Club as a gliding
club, Charles Wragg made a noteworthy
contribution to the advancement of
aviation science with his invention of a
compound aerofoil, for which he applied
for a patent in 1918 (US patent 1589780
granted 1926). As described, this consisted
of a second wing positioned closely behind
the main wing . By adjusting the position
and incidence of the second wing the
airflow over both wings would be altered,
improving the flying performance of the
aeroplane for speed both at altitude and
during landing . The Argus of 13 July 1928
reported :

New Aeroplane Wing
Australian's Invention
New York, 11 July
Mr A C. Wragg, a former resident of
Melbourne, has invented a compound
aeroplane wing for use on amphibian
planes. It is claimed that the wing will
not be affected by water. The Sikorsky
Company is now equipping several
planes with the Wragg wing. Sir George
Wilkins is among the many persons
who recommend the invention to the
attention of aviators.
The Sydney Morning Herald on
15 August 1928 and 17 August 1928
provided further reports:

Australian's Invention; New York
12 August
Mr Sikorsky announces that an extended
trial flight with the ' Wragg wing' proved
it to be a highly satisfactory device. It
functioned perfectly in every way, and
strengthened expectations that it will
became [sic] a standard part of the
aviator's equipment in the near future .
[The wing is the invention of Mr AC.
Wragg, of Melbourne. It is a compound
wing for use with amphibian 'planes]
and
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Australian's Invention: New York
15 August
Mr A. C. Wragg, the Australian inventor
of a new type of aeroplane wing,
informed Mr Dow, of the Australian
Commissioner's office, that following
successful tests of his compound wing a
conference was called between himself,
Mr Sikorsky, and Charles Lindberg, the
latter undertaking to test a 'plane so
equipped when he returns from the
western trip he is now taking.
The invention also attracted interest
in the United Kingdom and Italy. The
following report from The Argus on 26
December 1930 states that it was offered
to the Larkin Aircraft Co in Melbourne:

Safety In Flying
Australian Invention - To be Tested
by Air Ministry: London, 23 December
The aeronautical committee of the Air
Ministry has undertaken to carry out
experiments with the object of testing the
compound wing for aeroplanes invented
by Mr c.A. Wragg of Melbourne.

Device Adopted By Italy
Mr C. A. Wragg, who is partner in
Wragg Bros., general engravers, of Postoffice place, Melbourne, is at present in
England. Following tests of his device
in the United States, Mr Wragg went
to Italy last year, and his invention was
adopted by the Italian Government.
His offer to the British Government of
the exclusive use of the device was not
accepted, but he continued to negotiate
in connection with the British rights. The
compound safety wing is said to increase
maximum speed and enable the pilot to
have complete control at all times over
'lift', speed variation, and lateral and
longitudinal movement. Another claim
is that it reduces the danger of stalling
in taking off and in landing in confined
spaces, and allows heavier loads to be
carried economically for greater distances.
Mr George C. Wragg, who assisted
his brother in the development of the
device, said yesterday that it had been
submitted to the Larkin Aircraft Co., who
had suggested that tests should be carried
out. Tests carried out in the University

wind tunnel about three months ago
with models made by Mr George Wragg
showed a 20% improvement in efficiency
at maximum speed, and a 30% reduction
in speed for landing. The centres of
pressure movement were extremely stable
showing that the device also made
great stability
Subsequent to the original patent
application for the compound wing,
Wragg is recorded as the inventor w ith
respect to four aircraft patents. With the
exception of one (a multiple blade
propeller, US 1779026) the patents (US
1733928, US 1756272, US 1951464)
describe what are in effect slotted wing
flap arrangements. The design in one of
these inventions (US 1733928) also
includes a means of adjusting the front
portion of the wing - a leading edge
droop arrangement. The Wragg patents
have been referenced in patents by other
inventors in the f ield of aviation,
including an invention for a variable wing
position supersonic biplane (US 4,405, 102
20 September 1983).

AUSTRALIA'S FIRST HEAVIER-THAN-AIR FLIGHT
Michael Nelmes

I

n the June issue of Soaring
Australia was a short item on
the replica Taylor Glider recently
displayed in the National Museum
of Australia . Readers may be interested
in a brief look at the significance of
the flight of the original, Australia 's
first untethered, heavier-than-air craft.
The centenary of this seminal event in
Australian aviation was last 5 December.
On that date in 1909, before a crowd
of onlookers at Sydney's Narrabeen
beach, George Augustine Taylor (1872 to
1928) took to the air in the glider of his
own design which he had completed the
previous month. The same day, Taylor's
wife Florence flew the glider. The original
glider was made of pine and ash, and its
cotton -covered wings spanned 8.5m . Of
its features and operation, he wrote :
"The planes were slightly curved, and
when inclined against the wind the latter's

action on the front of the top of the
curved plane created a vacuum over the
rear, causing the end to tilt up and shoot
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forward in a curved swoop. The operator,
by lying in the centre of the glider, can,
by practice, automatically keep the head
of the planes up to the wind so that the
glider can shoot ahead at a fair speed.
A skilful operator can automatically rise,
swoop, and manoeuvre in the wind without any danger". (Quoted in Isaacs, K. Military Aircraft of Australia 1909 to 1918,
Australian War Memorial, Canberra 1971.)
Taylor had previously worked with
Lawrence Hargrave on boxkites, and in
September 1909 at Surry Hills established
the first aircraft factory in the southern
hemisphere. With army co-operation, he
had developed and built his glider for an
Australian government competition for a
locally-built military flying machine, which
had been announced the same month .
The incentive was a substantial prize of
£5000. His glider was launched into the
sea breeze while tethered by slip-ropes
held by assistants, before being released .
On one flight the glider rose 18ft to cover
a distance of somewhere between 100

and 236m . That December day, 29 flights
were made in all by three men and two
women . Just four days later, at nearby
Victoria Park Racecourse, Taylor watched
as Colin Defries in a Wright biplane
made the few short hops which marked
Australia's first powered flights. A later
attempt by Taylor to motorise his glider
failed, due to defects in the engine. The
cash prize was never awarded, as none of
the machines submitted was considered
suitable for military use.
The three recent replicas of Taylor's
glider were built by the Australian Gliding
Museum to mark the centenary of his
flights. One of the replicas was presented
to the National Museum of Australia
on 28 April, the 101st anniversary of
the founding by Taylor of the Aerial
League of Australia. Its prominent display in the museum entrance hall gives
recognition to the place of gliding
in Australian history.
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Anthony Sandeberg <tonylechef@yahoo.com>
IT HAD LONG BEEN MY DREAM, AND NUMBER FOUR ON MY BUCKET LIST, TO SWIM WITH THE
LARGEST FISH IN THE OCEAN , THE WHALE SHARKS OF NINGALOO REEF AT EXMOUTH WESTERN
AUSTRALIA. I HAD SEEN A DOCUMENTARY A FEW MONTHS EARLIER AND MADE A FEW NOTES
TO GET THINGS STARTED .
thOU9h there are numerous whale shark
tours on the net, I was most impressed
with 3 Islands Whale Shark Snorkel
Tours website, as it covered everything I needed to know, set-up for the
day, what to expect, what to bring and
the dive location. This adventure was
so important to me; I wanted to get

fi.:

everything right. Underwater camera,
snorkeling and even holding and
timing my breath at the traffic lights,
as recommended by a diving mate of
mine. While waiting for it to come on at
Stanwell, I went for a few dives to test
out the camera and my snorkeling skills.

SUCH A WARM WELCOME
TO LEARMONTH AI RPORT
The flight from Perth with Skywest was
how airline travel used to be, laid back
and easygoing. The service was also cruisey,
a bit like it used to be in the old days.
The view from the eastern side of the
aircraft was mind blowing, thousands of
kilometres of uninhabited, remote and
isolated terrain . Inland deserts of coloured
sands, areas of only dense trees and others
with moonscape land masses covered
the earth. On the west thousands of
kilometers of pristine reefs, beaches, bays
and inlets, bordered by turquoise waters.
As we came into land I took a few
photos of the red soil and barren grassless
surrounds. Just as I did, an announcement
was made, that this airport was a military
base and no photos were to be taken.

Perth Airport

I thought that odd considering the thousands of tourists who flock to this isolated
area each year and with Google Earth
these days I couldn't see the point! Upon
landing I took a quick shot of the Skywest
aircraft and as I approached the terminal,
I was pounced on by security staff and
had to delete the image immediately. Such
a warm welcome to Learmonth airport.

EXMOUTH THE TOWN
Situated 1270km from Perth with a population of 2500 people, Exmouth has a
brilliant climate with no wet season, temperatures vary from high 30 to mid-400(
through the summer and in winter 17 to
26°C. Transport to Exmouth is via Skywest

Skywest routes
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High above cloudbase

Moonscape south of shark Bay

Airlines to Learmonth airport, 38km
south of the town centre . Greyhound
Coach, Backpacker Bus Adventure, hire
car, motor homes and caravans or 4x4's,
all travel the huge distances to Exmouth
from Perth, Broome and beyond.
The town, while seeming a stark
dry dusty barren wilderness has most
everything and more than the big cities
have to offer. Almost everyone comes to
dive or snorkel with the whale sharks,
turtles, humpback whales, manta rays
and reef sharks, however, there is also
kayaking, deep sea fishing , boating, cape
tours, quad bikes, mini golf, wildflowers,
bird watching, microlighting and
spectacular photographic opportunities.
Extremely friendly locals and refreshingly
cold beer served in pints, that's 600ml,
suffices in this 30°C paradise.

The tourist office, where emus and
kangaroos roam at their whim, offers
helpful welcoming service to the hundreds
of motor homes, backpackers and campers
that call in throughout the area, daily.
The Aspen Cape Holiday Park offers
new backpacker cabins with a well set
up communal kitchen, swimming pool
and dive shop. The Thirsty Camel Hotel
and Gracey's restaurant are a stroll across
the road.

Coming into Learmonth airport

THREE ISLANDS WHALE
SHARK SNORKEL TOUR
Well I've done it.. . swam with the largest
fish in the sea, at Ningaloo Reef, Exmouth
Western Australia in the Indian Ocean .
Eight metres of polka-dotted gargantuan
fish, the length of a caravan ... weighing
eight tonnes. How do I feel? Unbelievable, astounding ... there are no words .

A welcome sign

One of the town locals

Exmouth directions

Leaving Perth
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Ready for my first whale shark dive

On the bus to Exmouth

Monitor lizard on the highway

Karst cave and the death adder

It was 26°C on an awesome sunny
day as we cleared the lucid shallow
waters of the reef at 8am and ventured
into the deep blue beyond the twometre breakers. I felt really comfortable
in the sandy bottomed shallows as we
snorkeled, to become accustomed to the
open sea, prior to entering the deep blue.
The blue was daunting, bottomless and
endless. Anything could be lurking in
this never ending colour ... The swell was
up and it was white capping . The to and
fro on our three islands tour boat 'Draw
Card" forced me into my sea legs quick
smart. Tuna herded bait fish in teams,
breaking the water over a 200m radius,
ferociously devouring their catch, as
osprey dived for the leftovers and seagulls
fought for any morsel.
The radio screamed, "Whale shark
600m SSE," the spotter planes first
sighting, as it hastily dropped a wing
falling into the turn . The call came,
"group 1 ready," and within seconds
our boat was powering at 25kt towards
the whale shark . Frantically donning
flippers snorkel and mask, we sat on the
rear deck, in fear and excitement as we
anxiously anticipating the experience of
a lifetime. "Go, go, go, " yelled our team
leader. With some hesitation, we jumped
overboard and started swimming.
Fear surrounded me instantly. The
sound of my breathing through the
snorkel took my mind of things ... but
only for a second . My view through the
mask allowed no peripheral vision, and
the fear grew stronger. Huge winged
Manta rays glided metres below us,
flowing through the water like it was
'on' for them only.
As I looked up ... it came towards me,
like an enormous submarine. Swimmers
scattered in all directions as we panicked
to make way for this monster, its mouth
a metre wide, sucking in microscopic
plankton, an entourage of one metre
suckerfish stuck to its underside. Its three
metres away and I can't believe it, I move
to the left and it counters, its heading
straight for me and it's going to eat me ...
its tiny eyes in such a huge body view me
as insignificant as it glides by in full glory.
This unbelievable fish gliding through
the sea at a swimmers pace. This gentle
gigantic creature cruising through the
ocean, what a dream it is to swim with
you, such gratification being accepted
by this titanic peaceful fish .
Three Islands Whale Shark Snorkel
Tours were exceptional in their service.
From courtesy pick up to drop off, their

attention to every detail was praiseworthy. Inflatable ride to their main boat
'Draw Card' to briefing on safety and the
days events. Duty of care regarding the
whales and admission to the Ningaloo
Marine Park was excellent. Morning and
afternoon tea plus lunch for a fastidious
ex chef like me ... was impressive. Brilliant
live DVD footage of the days' dive with
the whale sharks was also available
via Andy the oceanographer at very
reasonable rates. What an experience .
You've got to do it!

B l RO ' S EYE VIEW
MlCROLlGHT FLIGHT
I had booked an early morning microlight
flight with Gavin from 'Birds Eye View.'
Gavin had been highly recommended
by my colleague Tony Dennis who was
impressed with Gavin's adventurous
spirit ... as he had picked up his new
microlight some six weeks prior, from
Airborne Windsports in Newcastle and
had flown it across the Nullarbor Plain
back to Exmouth, accompanied only by
his father, with no ground support.
Some of the many highlights of the
flight were; Climbing up to 12000ft to
cross the Spencer Gulf from Kingscoote to
Port Lincoln, an 84nm water crossing .
Crossing the Nullarbor Plain, taxiing
down the highway to re-fuel at roadhouses and sleeping in their tent under
the wing of the trike. And the list goes
on ... An awesome feat in such a small
aircraft.
On a nil wind morning at 6:30am I
drove out to the light aircraft strip just
south of town and received a warm
welcome from Gavin. He was rapt that I
was a fellow pilot, so we could talk the
talk as there are few visitors with flying
experience who frequent the area .
The flight over the Cape Range
canyons to the coastal shallows was
amazing. The Indian Ocean on the
leading edge and the Exmouth Gulf
on the trailing edge ... where else can
you do that? A large and small tiger
shark easily noticeable meandering the
turquoise waters. We flew low out over
the waves breaking on the reef, sea spray
covered my sunnies as Gavin pushed the
bar out and we climbed back over the
breathtaking scenery of this paradise out
the back of The Outback. Many thanks
Gavin, what a unique experience.

WEST TREK SAFARI
"Hi, I'm Macca, " were the first words he
said as he picked the four of us up at
seven forty five in the morning for our

Rare black footed wallaby at Yardie Creek
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West Trek Safari over the range from
Exmouth, stopping at Shothole and
Charles Knife Canyons for a cave visit,
before heading to Yardie Creek. Return
via Turquoise Bay for a snorkel, the
Vlamingh lighthouse and many interesting and varied stops in between ... the
fossilised sharks tooth and the blind fish .
Macca, aka Neil, was a knockabout
sort of bloke with tremendous knowledge
of the area and a passion for bird
watching, feathered ones as well! If it had
wings he could identify it and imitate its
whistle. Macca had been around a while
and could tell a story or three ...
We drove to the canyon base and the
summit through an absolute waterless
environment due to minimal rain fall in
the prior 12 months. Observing birdlife
and struggling flora, and the occasional
wild goat, until we came upon Karst Cave,
a fifteen meter deep limestone cavern
in the middle of nowhere. A wild fig
tree covered the entrance with its rope
like roots dandling to the ground. We
scampered down the rope ladder to the
cave floor, littered with leaves. Stalactites
protruded from the ceiling . A white
striped death adder hidden amongst the
leaves slithered between my legs and
everyone dived for the ladder ... and I
was last. I anchored the unstable ladder
until everyone made it to the top. Back
in the 4x4, fox and monitor footprints
were visible in the red bull dust of the
track, as we descended the escarpment
to Yardie Creek, a salt water rivulet open
to the sea, offering a short boat tour of
the local wildlife of rare black footed
wallaby, sea turtles, sea eagles and osprey.
We returned via Tourquoise Bay for an
afternoon snorkel, where reef fish were
everywhere. A two-metre monitor lizard
blocked the road as we headed back
to town, sighting emus, kangaroos and
echidna along the way.
The blind fish and the fossilised shark
tooth were not one of Maccas stories ...
but actually exist. You'll have to take
the tour.

RECOMMENDATIONS :
For paragliding/hang gliding limited
coastal dune flying . No inland thermalling
due to national park . For motorised
hang gliding, paramotoring and kite
surfing exceptional although remote
areas are prolific. I reckon you could do
a record cross-country out of Perth with
a southerly ... but there is tiger country
everywhere for the 1270km to Exmouth .
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Most everything is more expensive in
Exmouth due to the long distances and
transport costs. But the experience is one
of a kind.

List ofcompanies
Exmouth Tourist Bureau
<reservations@exmouthwa .com.au>
Aspen Exmouth Cape Holiday Park
<exmouth@aspenparks.com.au>
3 Islands Dive Ningaloo
[www.whalesharkdive.comJ
<info@whalesharkdive.com>
Bird's Eye View Microlights
[www.ningaloojoyflights.comJ
<gav@ningaloojoyflights.com>
West Trek Safaris
[www.westtreksafaritours.com .auJ

<mail@westtrecksafaritours.com .au>
Skywest [www.skywest.com.auJ
<info@skywest.com.au>
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Notice of Alterations to
GFA Articles of Association

f

he following two items of special
business proposing alterations to the GFA
Articles of Association will be submitted
at the 2010 Annual General Meeting.

Item 1 - Change to Board Tenure
In sub clause 12(e) after the word
"member" insert the words "in any

one position".

Contents
Delete the entry "Disputes and mediation" and insert the words "Disputes,

mediation and oppressive conduct".
Delete the entry "Winding up" and
insert the words "Voluntary winding up".
Delete the entire entry for "Public
Officer".
In the entry "Fundraising" for "rule
29" substitute "rule 28".

Item 2 - Miscellaneous Changes
The following changes are necessary due
to changes in the Victorian Incorporated
Associations Act 1981, under which we
are incorporated, and to correct minor
errors in the original document.

Definitions
In the definition of "Act" after "1981"
insert the words "with amendments".
In the definition of "MoSP" after the
word "any" insert the words "parts" and
delete the words "various manuals" and
insert the word "manual".

After the definition "MoSP" insert
new definition:

"Oppressive conduct" means conduct
that is:
i) unfairly prejudicial or discriminatory against a member or
ii) contrary to the interests of the
members as a whole.
Delete the words "Public Officer" and
the associated definition.
In the definition of "Secretary" after
the words " ... the Secretary" insert the
words "and public officer".

Membership
In sub clause 3) e) delete the words

"requires that the membership card
shall be returned" and insert the words
"negates any validity of the membership
card or any other GFA qualification or
right or privilege".
Cessation of membership
In sub clause 6) a) v) for the words "regulations, or" substitute "regulations".
Compliance
In sub clause 9) a) after the word "times:"
insert new item

i)

the Act, then

and renumber the subsequent items
accordingly.

Membership suspension.
expUlsion, discipline
In sub clause 10) e) ii) delete the word
"his" and insert the word "their".
In sub clause 10) f) i) delete the word
"his" and insert the word "their".

Disputes and mediation
Delete the heading "Disputes and mediation" and insert the heading "Disputes,

mediation and oppressive conduct".
After sub clause 11) i) insert:

A young eagle thermals below Justine and Anthony in their Bergfalke " "\\vel Stonefield
Photo; Justine Thompson in the front seat of Befgfalke, 4, VH-GZQ flown by Anthony ~
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11) j) iJ A member or former member
may apply to the Magistrates
Court for an order under the
Act on the grounds that the
Association has, or proposes to,
engage in oppressive conduct.
ii) Such application must be made
within six months of the person
ceasing to be a member.
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Committee of management
In sub clause 12) a) iii) delete the word
" to " and substitute the word " for"
and delete the word "meetings " and
substitute the word "decisions ".
Delete sub clause 12) h) and renumber
sub clause 12) i) as 12) h).
Powers and duties of the Board
In sub clause 14) h) delete the abbreviation "AGM " and substitute the abbreviation "ABM".
Annual General Meetings (AGM)
and Extraordinary General
Meetings (EGM)
In sub clause 17) g) delete the words
"Public Officer" and substitute the word
"Secretary" and after the words "this
form is to be " insert the words "counter

signed by another Board member and".
In sub clause 17) h) after the word

"accounts " insert the word "including:".
In sub clause 17) h) after substituted
word "including:" add additional items

i) Income and expenditure
ii) assets and liabilities
iii) Mortgages, charges and securities
affecting any property,
Board meetings
Delete sub clause 18) a) viii.
In sub clause 18) b) i) after the word
"Regional" insert the word "Board".
In sub clause 18) b) ii) after the word
"Nominations" insert the words "for the

positions of President, Vice President and
Treasurer" and substitute the word "can"
with "shall ".
In sub clause 18) d) i) delete the words

"sixty percent of the " and substitute the
word "eight".
In sub clause 18) I) after the word

"business" insert the words "other than
Executive elections".
Votes at meetings
In sub clause 19) d) after the word "vote"
insert the words "at a General Meeting".
In sub clause 19) I) after the word
"Chairman" delete the words "as for any
normal meeting " and insert the words

"in accordance with 12a)".
secretary
After sub clause 20) b) insert:

The Secretary shall be responsible
for the Associations annual
return and financial statement
to the Registrar.
d) The Secretary shall receive and
record all correspondence directed
to the Association and shall
receive all notices.

c)
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Tom Wilksch and Jake East ridge soar Point Bonney of Wilpena Pound at the Flinders Ranges in Adelaide Uni GC's
Motorfalke VH-FQW during Adelaide University Gliding Club's annual trip during the Queen's Birthday long weekend
Photo: Justine Thompson in the front seat of Bergfalke 4, VH-GZQ flown by Anthony Smith

Winding up
Delete the heading "Winding up"
and insert the heading "Voluntary

winding up".
In clause 22) after the word

"Members" insert the words "or any
former member".
Audits
Delete sub clause 24) b).
Renumber sub clause 24) c) as b) and
delete the words "by the Board" and
replace with the words "at the AGM".

Funds
After sub clause 27) ii) add additional item
a) iii) Accounting and other records
shall be open to Members

(other than the Board)
upon request.
In clause 27) c) delete the word

"council" and replace with the words
"the Board".
Public Officer
Delete the heading "Public Officer".
Delete clause 28) and sub clauses 28)
a) and b) .
Renumber clause 29) as clause 28.
End of recommendations.

¥'
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Letters to the Editors · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
La Letter to the GFA President
. " Dear Daryl
I'm writing to you publicly to seek
your help. I'm writing on my own behalf
and that of fellow pilots who aspire to
compete in gliding competitions here and
overseas.
Why? I'll explain.
I'm about to enter the Boonah Grand
Prix. This is a qualifying event for the
World Grand Prix, the next of which is
to be held in 2011 in Germany. Like all
Australian glider pilots who wish to fly
in Europe, to be able to fly there I will
have to gain the approval of the local
authority, in this case the LBA.
I have just had to withdraw from
the Australian Team for the World
Championships in Hungary for the very
reason that we do not have such a
document, and I am concerned at the
prospect of a repeat. After many weeks
of negotiation I reached a dead end with
the LBA. My various GFA certificates are
collectively unacceptable to them. I am
told that the GFA is in negotiation with
CASA to obtain a suitable document. They
have been for some years now. I've also
been told that GFA does not regard the
interests of a small group of contest pilots
to be high on their priority list.
That last might or might not be true,
but it serves to highlight the following
point: competition flying, contests, and
the promotion of them is worthy of a
high priority within the movement, and
this is a leadership issue.
It is noteworthy that the nadir of
gliding in Australia coincided with an

almost complete collapse of contest
participation and promotion within clubs.
It is also noteworthy that as we climb
out of the gloom, our competition scene
is rising with it. Chicken or egg? It doesn't
matter; the important thing is that they
go together. No sport that has other than
a lively and healthy contest environment
is worthy of the name. Without a
vigorous and well administered contest
scene we are merely a pastime, and one
that is irrelevant in the eyes of the world.
Competition provides spice and the
challenge that gives new members the
incentive to progress in the sport; that is,
to stay in the sport.
It is a leadership issue, hence my
appeal to you. Please take us seriously,
please get involved to ensure that next
year I and those others who aspire to gain
selection in an International Team have
the supporting certification to allow us to
fly overseas.
And while you're at it, can you create
a more open system whereby interested
pilots can become involved in our
committee system? The present system
is highly successful in running the day to
day issues of training and operations. It is
equally successful in resisting innovation,
and the present situation whereby a
given committee selects (perpetuates)
its own membership and leadership is
antiquated and unacceptable to us, the
membership at large. It is thoroughly
counterproductive, and we can do better.
Sincerely, Paul Mander

La Density Altitude
. " Please allow me to add to my
recent contribution ("Density Altitude",
Soaring Australia June 2010) .The article
was written to highlight some risk
factors associated with high ambient
temperature operations. It stressed
the impact of density altitude on our
equipment, and suggested a performance
deterioration of the pilot for the same
reason. My friend and expert in the field
Dr Graham Parker has since pointed out
to me that this is not so much due to air
density issues, but due to more commonly
known reasons. No matter what the
outside air temperature, the temperature
of the air in the lungs at the time of gas
exchange (or oxygen absorption) is 3JO
C and the humidity is close to 100%.
Therefore the density of the air remains
constant in the human body unless, of
course, the atmospheric pressure changes.
It follows that density altitude is
irrelevant in deciding when to go on
oxygen. That decision should be based
purely on pressure altitude. I apologise
for this oversight.
The real bad news from all this is for
pilots going wave flying on a very cold
winter day. They cannot assume that
they can safely climb above 10 OOOft
without supplementary oxygen . A lower
density altitude under lower ambient
temperature conditions will not delay the
onset of hypoxia. [See also Letters to the
Editor, July issue]
Bernard Eckey

La QuoVadis
. " Harry Medlicott's article 'Quo
Vadis' (SA June 2010, page 36) prompted
comment from a few who work behind
the scenes trying to make changes in
our sport, at Management, club and
individual level.

Three photographs by Peter Hopkins at Horsham
Aerodrome, Victoria, during the Horsham Week
Competition from 6 to 13 February this year.
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Much of what the article contains is
local promotion of a club and its efforts
in certain areas, and is to be applauded.
However, some of the other content
is misleading and poorly researched .
Participation rates in many sports are in
decline. This is both geographic, political
and economic. Gliding is just a very small
subset of that bigger picture . A more
detailed comparison to other sport and
other aviation sports by comparable
country is needed before suggesting that
Australia has a stand-out problem .
Australian GFA membership has been
largely static for over four years after
a steady decline during 2003-2006, and
prior to that it had another static period.
Gliding has always had a high churn rate;
this is not new. This churn does involve
new members, but not two or three times
greater than longer term members. To
suggest so is not correct. Certainly we lose
far too many in the formative first two
years and we need to address that, just
as much as losses after any other period .
GPC may be part of the solution, but
in the end it is the clubs that have the
problem and the solution.
GFA has tried to exit poll its past
members, but the process did not gain
financial support from the Executive
Board and was forced to be attempted
through volunteers via the Marketing
and Development Department. The
non renewals per month were simply
greater than the time available to
properly contact and ascertain the
reasons. The long and short of it is that
the limited results were informative,
though inconclusive, and enough to
suggest it is a worthwhile exercise . There
have been several requests made by
the development group to outsource
this professionally, however this has
been repeatedly rejected. Reference
to this appears in reports to meetings
of the Executive and Board. Details of
the efforts made, questions and results
gained between June and December 2009
can be obtained from the chair of the
Development department. Those wanting
change in this should lobby their Board
member.
As far as GFA sport development
goes, this area is vastly under-resourced
in both people and money. The 2010/11
budget put forward for development
projects, routine work at state and club
level, initiatives like polling, specialist
educators, change management,
working with volunteers, etc. was cut by
nearly 40% . This gives some idea of the
August 2010

emphasis the Board is placing on this area
of the sport - compared with a sport, ops
or AfW budget of over three times this

ABM and seminar is in September in
Brisbane.
Maurice Little (Chairman of the GFA

amount.
GFA is desperately short of
development volunteers, doers, workers.
There are always comments about what
they (the GFA) should be doing, but
the facts are we have no RDO in two
states, including the state where Harry
hales from . Dave Boulter (the President)
is trying to maintain some degree of
involvement so there is an opening, Harry,
to get in and shake it up. There has been
a request via the web and magazine
for over nine months for volunteers for

Development Department)

exiting polling . Frankly, few came forward
- far too few to do the task from within.
Until GFA values and resources
development, not much will change . I
invite Harry and any others to be part
of the change management. Volunteer
today and lobby the Board . Next AGM/

Vincenzo Pedrielli Collection
•

Just thought I would drop you a
line to correct the caption of the glider at
the bottom of page 31 of the July issue.
It's likely to be a T53b with no flaps, or if
it was the first produced of type it will be
the T53a with flaps . I had the pleasure of
flying one in England, and from memory
it had good visibility from both cockpits
and reasonable glide but suffered the
usual Slingsby fault of having insufficient
rudder.
I'm beginning to show my age when I
can provide some information on vintage
gliders! Come back the old days. I loved
the colours on the pre GRP gliders.
John Hoye

HG FA .

Two Wings - One Rego
Kev MacNally, WM Technical Officer

Q1JITE A FEW OF OUR MEMBERS , PARTICULARlY INSTRUCTORS ,
OPERATE WITH MORE THAN ONE WING FOR THEIR TRIKE .
WELL, GOOD NEWS - EFFECTIVE IMMEDLATELY, YOU MAY NOW
REGISTER MULTIPLE WINGS WITH A SINGLE TRIKE BASE UNDER
A SINGLE REGISTRATION NUMBER

p;J

ditionaII Y, if you should choose
to upgrade to a later model
wing, you may retain your old
Registration Number. If the
old wing is to be scrapped or sold on,
it must be de-registered, and the registration number removed.
Obviously, for trikes registered under
CAO 95.32/LSA, only trike/wing combinations that are certified by the manufacturer may be registered .
The new HGFA Microlight logbook
is now available on the HGFA website for
downloading and printing and this will
facilitate the recording of maintenance,
as it includes a separate logbook for each
wing, as well as the engine.

The new HGFA Operations Manual
mandates a separate logbook for both
the engine and each wing . The reason for
this is the HGFA have recognised the fact
that there has previously been no facility
for maintenance records to be included
with these items when sold .
This mandate applies to new registrations only, so current aircraft may continue
to run with their existing Maintenance
Logbooks.
I would like to thank our General
Manager, Craig Worth, for helping to
achieve this. I feel that this is a definite
step forward in Flight Safety for the HGFA
and look forward to helping to improve
other areas of concern in the near future .
Safe flying

¥
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HEADING FOR DISTANCE
Stephen Noble

IN MY LAST ARTICLE (SOARING AUSTRALIA. JUNE 2010, PAGE 4), I'D LEFT MANILLA MENTALLY
EXHAUSTED AFTER FLYING 12 DAYS STRAIGHT - MY FIRST EXTENDED PARAGLIDING TRIP. ON MY FINAL
FLIGHT I CLIMBED TO 2000M OVER LAUNCH PRACTICALLY TOUCHING WINGTIPS TN THE THERMAL
WITH RICHARD FROM THE UK. THE EARLIER PILOTS WERE HEADING NORTH , THERE WAS LITTLE
DRIFT, AND AFTER THE CLIMB I WAS SO TIRED BY THE CONCENTRATION REQ1lIRED FLYING IN CLOSE
PROXIMITY TO RICHARD THAT I HEADED WEST INTO EMPTY SKIES .

ring January I couldn 't fly further
than 20km and was nervous of
flying with others. By April I'd flown
long flights and was actively seeking
out others to increase my chances of
staying up and flying far. I flew with over
100 mainly novice pilots in the State of
Origin, in gaggles so large the organisers
had to close the Manilla launch. (Soaring
Australia, June 2010, page 24 and
[hunterskysailors.org.au/sool have some
nice photos and videos.)
February and March at Manilla was a
busy time, The Paragliding XC Open and
the State Hang Gliding comp were being
held, but I wasn't ready for the crowds,
so stayed away. I squeezed in a weekend
in February and flew a PB of 30km and
planned a few weekends in a row, up
to and after the State of Origin.

D

19 TO 21 MARCH
Friday looked good. On the west launch
about 20 paraglider and another 20 hang
glider pilots prepared for the day. As
is the custom in my limited experience
we hung around until Bob took off and
showed us the way. The experienced

pilots followed, I launched, and with
a few other novices hung around for an
hour trying to get away. It was the first
time I'd flown with a lot of hang gliders.
I could see it would be a problem on a
small ridge, but I found it helpful thermailing together. Hang gliders fly faster
and cover more area then paragliders, so
we can move over to them if they find
better lift. I'd expect it to be also to their
advantage to fly with paragliders acting
as slow thermal markers, but that is only
the case if we get a head start.
As it turned out, it was a lead from
a hang glider that prompted me to head
off. A few other novices dithered or headed back to Godfrey's farm, so from here
on I was on my own chasing the hang
glider. I topped up with his thermals and
made it past Tarpoly staying high. On
the radio I heard that Bob and Butcher
Bob both landed at Baraba, the former
hungry, the latter cold. 'Wow: I thought
to myself, 'it must be a pretty ordinary
day.' I kept topping up and went on
a long glide, comfortably making it to
Baraba . I was pretty pleased - a new
PB of 35km in 2.5 hours. I looked at the
driveway of my friend lan's house, but
he wasn't home so I decided to press on .
Tom, another novice, said I should expect
a house thermal over Baraba and it didn't
let me down, I went back up to 2500m
and glided north.
After the Tarpoly sink hole the
next difficult area is the range at Bells'
Mountain. At the time I didn't know
this, as all my planning had gone into
making it to Baraba. I approached the
range, having lost 1000m, and I had, less
than 500m of height left. Ahead forests
flanked the road 500m on either side for

a few kilometres, I headed off to the side,
mentally preparing for a long walk. I lost
more height, but by then I was heading
over the range which gave me a safety
margin. As I passed the far edge of the
forest I found another thermal. Looking
at the flight map on Xcontest, the forest
edge looked like a classic thermal trigger.
I went back up to 2300m then topped up
to 2500m and passed 50km. After another
glide the Bingara valley opened up before
me. I hooked another thermal to the best
height of the day - 2700m, about 60km
and close to four hours.
This was the highlight of my summer.
What a sense of accomplishment! Launch
either disappeared behind or a smudge
on the horizon, admiring the beauty of
the Bingara valley and the sun lowering
behind Mt Kaputar. The bruised ribs, the
five-hour drives, the 100 annoyances were
all worth it. At that height I usually start
to feel the cold, I didn't this time, I was
running on adrenaline, almost laughing
out loud. With one more small top up
I began to make out Bingara . Just making
it after a long glide, swinging around the
60km speed signs at the edge of town for
a total distance of 93km.
I barely had my helmet off when the
hang glider retrieve car tooted its horn
and offered me a celebratory beer before
we headed off to a dinner at the Baraba
RSL. My thanks to Fred and the Queensland hang glider pilots he was driving
for. It must have been a pretty good
day. As a comparison, Doug Grainger,
who's leading the Australian XC contest
standard division, also achieved his best
flight of the season with 102km.
On Saturday Mick predicted I'd bomb
out after a PB - which I did, but it didn't

landing at Godfrey's
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matter, the monkey was off my back,
I knew it was now just a matter of
patience and the right conditions.

26 TO 28 MARC H
On Friday I had a nice 30km flight, landing just short of Baraba . I had reservations
about going on a final glide under overcast skies, but what was the alternative?
On Saturday Ion arrived and we had
a magic launch straight into a cracker
to 2500m . I was much more comfortable
at thermalling together, using Ion to find
the best lift. We headed straight off and
in less than 30 minutes from take-off
we approached Tarpoly. Ion headed over
to Split Rock dam, getting lower, barely
staying above the ridges. It didn't look
like the place for me, so I headed more
crosswind and stayed near the main road .
I climbed to 2200m while watching Ion
jump from one low ridge to the next,
going further into the scrub before I
lost sight of him. Now I was in the same
position as the previous day, high with
100% cloud cover downwind . It looked
like that way it would end badly, so I
headed upwind, but after losing 1500m

on the glide I was back to where I had
been half an hour ago, only lower - 50m
above a small ridge just before Tarpoly.
Tom, a friendly English novice, joined
me and we scratched together for a
while . He bombed just as I caught a
strong thermal to 3024m with minimal
drift. Now I had some serious height
and could cross back to the main ridge
that arcs from Manilla to Tarpoly. The
next two hours I stayed high, pushing
windward along the length of the ridge.
Tom and others radioed me, asking about
conditions, thinking of launching again.
I stayed close to the clouds as I watched
them lauch and bomb. I was low at the
southern end of the range, but managed
one last slow thermal that let me drift
back to Godfrey's campground for a
45km triangle.
Saturday was Warren 's first day, his
take-off looked rusty, understandably
since he'd only had 10 hours flying
paragliders six months ago. He had a
decent flight towards Baraba, but flew
into shadow, as I did yesterday. He also
learnt from his mistake and gave us
a lesson during the 500 compo

Warren and I at Godfrey's airstrip, Mt Borah in the background

At the campground

2 TO 4 APRILSTATE OF ORIGIN
Friday, Godfrey formed a team in the

sao with some of his recent ex-students.
Warren and I were joined by Mason and
Suzy. We met and talked tactics. Godfrey,
with his wealth of local knowledge,
planned for a westward course, but when
we took off the wind had changed and
we headed north.
As the first pilots started getting
up, we were herded off. After a few

minutes scratching, I climbed
out with many others - above,
below, in front, behind - like
a 'Quidditch' match with six
teams playing on one field. As
pilots topped out, they headed
off. I flew conservatively, taking
all the lift offered and later
received a bollicking from my
team leader who found it hard
to believe it was possible to fly
so slowly. Suzy almost made it
to Baraba, Godfrey and Mason
were way ahead of the town as
I joined up with Warren above
it. I was slowly climbing as
Warren drifted low and west,
and I soon bombed on top of
Bell Mountain, 45km - not bad.
Warren made an excellent save
and pushed on to 80km, a good
team result. On the return from
Godfrey's 128km retrieve we
pick up Tom at 98km, a huge
PB. This was a great flight, a lot of novices
made it to around Bingara.
At Saturday's team meeting Godfrey
briefed us on the likely direction - east.
Yet again, when we took off ... and
headed north.
Again we thermal led up in an
enormous gaggle. I flew faster today,
on speedbar, heading north. It looked
like a scene from a WW2 news reel with
bombers strewn across the sky. I came in
for a low save under the second gaggle,

Tracklog and landing at Bingara

and climbed high again. Gliding further
north I was right in the middle as the
third gaggle formed. It was very scratchy
and turned into the blind leading the
blind as the novices circled in sink and
lost 200m . I bailed and looked elsewhere,
I had chances, but bombed out. Warren
flew another blinder, 100.2km on XC
contest. He chose a brave route, chasing
a cloud street in an adjoining valley. The
Upper Horton has poor access and phone
reception, making for a risky retrieve,
but he flew the length of it and rejoined
the main road. He did very well.
On Sunday, we again took off and
headed north.
I planned to shadow Warren as
we gaggled upwards. We topped out
together and headed off. Approaching
Tarpoly we started scratching, I climbed
out and watched as Warren caught a later
ride up. I was tempted into pushing on
alone, there were thermal markers ahead,
both clouds and other gliders and I was
making good progress when I received
instructions for a sure thing from Godfrey.
Unfortunately, I missed it and shortly
afterwards landed at Baraba. Warren flew
overhead for 59km and only landed when
the competition shut down at 3:30pm
so we could be back for presentations.
A few more flights and the season
was over. Since I completed my course
in November, I'd flown 60 hours, 45
flights on 30 days all from one site. The
furthest 93km, the longest four hours 20
minutes and the highest was near to the
maximum allowed - 3024m .

Photos: Waldemar

Resting after the 45km triangle
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AUSTRALIA
_

Keepit Speed Week

W

5 to 11 September 2010

Sunday, 9am to 6pm at Lake Keepit. This coaching
week is aimed at those wishing to raise their
competition skills, a 'Not the National Squad' week
to provide a lead in to the competition season.
Contact: Paul Mander 0417 447974 or email
<paul@mander.net.au> for further information .

_

Bunyan Wave Camp

W

17 to 26 September 2010

Canberra Gliding Club, Bunyan Airfield, 15km north
of Cooma, NSW. The Spring Equinox period has
produced Diamond Height flights over the past three
years. Limited clubhouse, oxygen refills, access to
high altitude soaring areas and coaching available.
Registration of your intention to attend is requested.
Phone Stuart Ferguson on 0419 797508 for details.

~ National Paramotor Fly-in
_
16 to 19 September 2010
Milbrulong, NSW. Organised by The Pico Club Inc.
The biggest gathering of powered PGs in Australia,
a weekend of fun and flying. For information visit
[www.thepico.com.auJ or contact the organisers Jeff
Hoffman <jandlhoffman@bigpond.com> or Andrew
Shipley <andrewshipley@netspace.com.au>.

_

W

Queensland State
Gliding Championships

NEW DATES: 18 to 24 September 2010
Kingaroy, OLD. Please send expressions of interest to
Lorraine Kauffmann <hlkauffmann@bigpond.com>
or 0427 427448. The Kingaroy Soaring Club website
[www.Kingaroygliding.comJ will incorporate a dedicated section in due course. The usual awesome Kinga roy weather has been rescheduled for the new dates.

_

Queensland Coaching Week

W

18 to 24 September 2010

Contact Greg Schmidt 0414 747201.

_

Australian Gliding Grand Prix

W

26 September to 2 October 2010

Boonah airfield, OLD. The official practice day is Saturday, 25 September. Entries close 30 June, 2010. Further
information [www.glidinggrandprix2010.com.auJ .

A

Canungra Classic 2010

"

2nd to 9th October

1 October Registration 3pm onwards, opening
ceremony 6pm. Venue for the Classic this year will
be held at the Canungra Hotel. Entry fee: $210
plus $30 non-CGHC members, includes T-shirt and
presentation dinner. Late fee after 1 September:
$30. Mandortory: minimum intermediate rating,
parachute, 3D GPS, & HGFA membership. Classes
Open, Best of the rest, Floater. Competition rating
AA. Registration: [www.triptera.com.au/canungra/
classic2010/J or <rkowald@hotmail.com >. Also
[www.chgc.com.auJ (follow the links). Competition
director: Marty Bennett <mbmartin056@gmail.com .
au> or 0400 155864.

~ Weekend Warrior Series 11
VI 2010/2011
Round 1: 2, 3, 4 October 2010, Manilla
Round 2: 7, 8 November 2010, Hunter
Valley' max. 40 pilots
Round 3: 4, 5 December 2010, Manilla
Round 4: 8, 9 January 2011, Killarney'
Round 5: 2, 3 April 2011, Manilla
• in negations with clubs
Thi s competition is aimed at novices/intermediates
interest in entry-level GPSlTask base competition.
It is about the promotion of skills, safety and fun.
August 2010

C grade sanction (pending). Reserve, UHF Radio, any
GPS (GPS pool, see website) . Cost: $25 per round
or $100 prepa id for the series of 11 tasks. Payment
see website. Pilot registration at Oz Comps WWS
[www.randomkingdom.com.au/wws]. Che Golus
<chegolus@gmail.com > or James <jamesflys@
gmail.com>.

_

W

NSW State Gliding
Championships

27 November to 4 December 2010
Practice day: 27th. Lake Keepit Soaring Club, NSW.
All classes including Club Class. For further information and entry form see [www.keepitsoaring.comJ.

_

49th Multi Class Nationals

W

_

Corowa Classic 2011

4 to 15 October 2010

W

21 to 29 January 2011

Hosted by the Darling Downs Soaring Club at
Dalby aerodrome, OLD. For further information
contact <info@ddsc.org.au>.

. 23
~

Canungra Cup 2010
to 30 October 2010

Canungra, Old. AAA, FAI Cat 2. The Cup will consist
of eight competition days. Due to popular demand
in previous years, a selection process wi ll be applied
shou ld the competition become over subscribed.
A maximum of 80 pilots plus five wild cards will
be accepted for this competition. Please take
note of the following dates: Online Registration
opens Friday 16 July, 20:30 {A EST) GMT +10. If
oversubscribed by Friday 20 August, the Priority
Selection Process as outlined in the latest edition
of the HGFA Competitions Manual will be applied.
Pilots will then be notified via email of their
registration status. Those pilots who qualify will be
given until Friday 27 August to pay the competition
fee in full, in order to secure their place in the
competition. If payment has not been received,
then pilots on the waiting list wi ll be offered those
places Contacts: Dave Gibbs, Gavin Zahner, [www.
canungracup.orgJ .

A

Ride The Spiral Spring Comp

"

30/31 October & 112 November 2010

Mt Beauty, VIC. We have booked out the Mt Beauty
Bush Lodge for all pilots to stay at. The cost of the
accommodation has been worked into the comp
fee this year. The bush lodge is right next to the
little Emu bomb-out, you don't even have to pack
up, you can walk it to the lodge easily. Classes are
Open, King Posted, Open Crossbar. The comp style
is simple: Fly as far as you can each day. Out and
returns are scored as well as straight lines. Accuracy
landings are also scored. You can fly multiple times
a day from the same hill. The comp cost is $110
incl. three nights accommodation at the lodge,
breakfast each day and the Monday night BBO incl.
beer. Prizes and trophies to be awarded on Tuesday
morning. Organiser: Will Faulkner 0411 205718,
Duty Pilot: Pat McMahon, Comp channel UHF 16
TSOL 100, [www.ridethespiral.netl?pagejd=1970J.

_

W

Bendigo GC Melbourne Cup
Weekend Coaching Camp
30 October to 7 November 2010

Enjoy coaching and XC flying over the Melbourne
Cup weekend and, weather permitting, through
the week. Aerotow and winch launches will be
available. Enquiries to Rob Young, ph: 03 54439169.

G "A

~ 16th Annual Gathering of the Moths

VI

19 and 20 November 2010
Mt Beauty, VIC. Flyers of all denominations are,
once again, invited to fly the sheltered Kiewa Valley,
at the foot of our picturesque Alps.Full range of
accommodation available. Ph: Mark Ghirardello
03 57544572 or 0409 544572.

A

2010 Airborne Gulgong Classic

"

21 to 27 November 2010

20m seat Grand Prix style competition, hosted by
Australian Soaring Centre Corowa and Corowa City
Shire. A friendly competition designed to introduce
competitors to grand prix racing and an opportunity
to learn from the some of Europe's best pilots. Entry
fee $300 by 21 November 2010, late fee $350. Further information contact [www.australian-soaringcorowa.com/]. email d.bruinsma@mikefox.nl> or
Peter Summersby 0413 028737, email <pjsum@
bigpond.com>.

Horsham Week 2011
5 to 12 February 2011
Horsham Aerodrome, VIC. Entries (maximum 40
gliders) will be accepted up to the first competition
day - fee $100. Visit the event web-page wWW.
horshamweek.org.au for the official entry form,
turn points and competition local rules. Please note
that FLARM is mandatory. Note: To ensure
your place, please email the Competition
•
Director well beforehand indicating your
intention to attend. Contact David Cleland {ph:
0393333638 or 0417766208; email <cd@
horshamweek.org.au>. The competition will be
preceded by the VSA Cross Country Coaching Week
featuring seminars, pre-flight briefings and postflight analyses and will now include two streams for
novice cross country and advanced soaring pilots.
Coaching contacts: Ian Grant {ph: 03 98771463,
0418271767 or <ian.grant.gliding@g mail.com>
and David Wilson {ph: 0407 825706 or <dwjcra@
ozemail.co.au>. We would like to add some of the
history of the Horsham Week Comps to this new
website, which will be permanent for all future
comps. Please send material and especially photos
to <webmaster@horshamweek.org.au> .

_

Lake Keepit Regatta

W

20 to 26 February 2011

Maximum of 30 gliders, on a first come basis;
limited onsite accommodation available. Entry
fee of $100 per aircraft. Further details [WWw.
keepitsoaring.com]. <comps@keepitsoaring.com>
or phone Tim Carr on 0414 405544.

~ Paragliding State of Origin

_

Easter 22 to 24 April 2011

Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. For the novice it's a great
way to get into comp and XC flying in a fun and
safe way, it's about the promotion of skills and
safety. The comp is based on flying crews (five pilot
teams: one adv, two nov pilots and then two other
pilots), so get your crew together. Handicapping
is used for scoring. C grade sanction (pending).
Reserve, UHF radio and at least three hours XC
flights are required . XC course recommended. Comp
fee $20. Regi ster at Oz Comps. Contact: James
Thompson on 02 49468680 or <jamesflys@gmail.
com>, [www.hunterskysailors.org.au/sooJ for info
and pilot pack.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
OVERSEAS

International events can be
found at [http://events.fai.org/l.

To be held on the airfield at Gulgong over seven
days. Saturday the 20th will be the practice day.
It is expected this will be an AA grade compo Further
details available from the comp website [www.
gulgongclassic.comJ .
Soaring Australia
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SANDY IS THE PRESIDENT OF THE TAURANGA GLIDING CLUB. SHE AND HER HUSBAND JOHN USED
THEIR HOLIDAYS LAST YEAR TO FLY IN THE Q1JEENSLAND STATE GLIDING CONTEST OUT OF DARLING
DOWNS. THEY ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE AREA, HAVING flOWN FROM THE SITE IN THE PAST. SANDY
WAS FLYING IN THE CLUB CLASS WHEN SHE HAD AN ACCIDENT. SHE SHARES WITH US THE SEQ1JENCE
OF EVENTS THAT LED TO THE ACCLDENT IN THE HOPE THAT SHARING HER STORY WILL HELP OTHERS
AVOID SIMILAR EVENTS. SANDY'S STORY IS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT GEORGE ROGERS WAS REFERRING
TO IN HIS SAFETY COLUMN WHEN HE Q1JOTED BERNARD ECKEY'S WORDS , "ONE POOR JUDGEMENT
WILL INCREASE THE PROBABILITY THAT ANOTHER WILL FOLLOW ... IF THE POOR JUDGEMENT CHAIN
IS ALLOWED TO GROW, THE CHANCE OF A SAFE OUTCOME DECREASES RAPIDLY. "

MONDAY ,
28 SEPTEMBER 2009
First flying day of the Darling Downs
Soaring Centre Queensland State contest
- the previous day and practice day were
cancelled due to high crosswinds on
12-30. Field elevation 1230 QNH.
Today was a gusting 15kt, marginal,
straight crosswind on 12-30. On the
grid Club Class was first and I was the
fifth glider to be launched - I told my
husband, "/ think they will delay the
launch 30 minutes to an hour," and then
the call came to launch. Before I launched
I heard the first glider aloft saying that
he was not able to maintain drop height
of 2000ft agl. I did think maybe I should
go to the back of the grid. (That was my
first mistake. I should have gone with
my instinct.)
Launch went well and I released at
3200ft QNH (2000ft agl). The wind was
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strong and I was trying to find a thermal
- upwind. I saw three gliders head off
downwind, and when I saw them next
they looked to be climbing . I thought
'stay upwind', but as they seemed to
be climbing I followed them (second
mistake). I remembered 'stay away from
the launch path' and so did a dog-leg
to the other gliders, losing height. The
thermal was strong and turbulent and the
drift was huge and towards the airspace
limit, beyond which was Military Air
Space. I left, and at this point, "Should go
back to the field?" crossed my mind; I did
not (third mistake).
I was low near the airfield and decided to do a turn at 500ft agl, so that I
could land to the right of the fleet (as
instructed at briefing if landing for a
relight while launching was underway).
I had not realised that the launch had
stopped. I then did a turn and by now

had become fixated with landing in the
correct place (fourth mistake).
I turned again at 300ft agl and
realised this was a bad mistake (my fifth) .
All I remembered was to keep the speed
up (put the stick and trim full forward)
so as not to stall and spin in, and when
the turn was completed I was heading
straight in and across 12-30 at 65kt and
in ground effect. I was over a cropped
paddock, and all I had to do was open
the airbrakes - I did not (sixth mistake).
I had become fixated with making the
strip, and alii could see then was that I
was between the tugs and the gliders.
I thought they might be launching so I
tried, as I reached the edge of field, to
turn slightly (seventh and last mistake).
As I eased my grip on the control stick
to attempt to turn a little I dropped
the right wing at approximately five
feet agl and could not hold it. The wing
August 2010

touched the ground, causing a severe
1800 cartwheel-type ground loop - this
resulted in the glider being damaged.

RESULT
I sustained only bruising to the right knee
area, and a sore forearm and right side
for about 24 hours.
The damage to the glider: rudder
cable area was damaged, tail wheel
damaged, canopy popped and damaged
and electronic wires pulled out from some
instruments. It had to go away for repairs
and checking for any structural damage.

WHAT HAD HAPPENED?
After each mistake my judgment became
more impaired and in the final three mistakes my vision became more tunnelled .
By the final two mistakes I was probably
only reacting, and not decisionmaking.
I underestimated the strength of
the wind and sink. In Queensland the
thermals can be very strong, but so can
the sink, and the area between thermals
can be a long way, too.
I underestimated that you can lose
200ft plus in a turn in the strong condi tions we had.
I overestimated my 300-hours ability.

THINGS I COULD
HAVE DONE BETTER
I should have gone with my first instinct
and gone to the back of the grid . If I have
any doubt about a launch, I won 't launch.

After launch my plan was to stay
upwind, and this is what I will adhere
to - if it makes sense.
I should have cut off at a safe height,
and in that day's conditions that would
have been 800 to 1000ft agl. I need to
do a complete circuit for the conditions,
or mod ify to land anywhere safely on
the field or surrounding paddocks.
I need to remember the airfield is
just another outlanding if conditions
are difficult. Even without a radio call,

Go Gliding with our friendly team SportAviation
Tocumwal - Operates 7 days a week.
World renowned X-Country conditions,
4 times World Champion, Ingo Renner
available for X-Country Training.
BasiC Abinitio to Advance Training.
Standard &RaCing Class. Aircraft for Hire.

everyone in the operations team is
watching and will not let the tug and
glider launch if there is a conflict.
If unsafe due to conditions, I should
not get fixated with landing where the
briefing states.

I need to make decisions early - earlier
in difficult conditions, and fly the glider
to land in a safe manner.
Remember, FLY the glider in a safe
manner at all times - make early decisions
and modify if needed - and where possible, don't deviate from landing protocols.
Forget about contest rules/conditions if it
means a safe landing; where possible, call
up on the radio to tell your intentions.

OBSERVATION:
Once you have made a mistake: each
mistake you make after that becomes
compounded, your visual responses
narrow down, and overload shrinks your
ability for good, clear decisionmaking .

~
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HGFA Operations Manager's Report
t is with great pleasure
that I submit my first
HGFA Operations
Manager's Report for
Soaring Australia . Having
recently taken over the role
from Craig Worth, who I must
state has done an absolutely
sterling job in his capacity as interim
General Manager, I have immediately come
to realise the extent of the challenges ahead
of both myself and all at HGFA. However,
never being one to shy away from adversity,
I look forward to working with the HGFA
Committee and all members to develop
success for the HGFA and the sport itself.

I

Aviation Sports Forum
On my second day in the job (22 June), I
had the great fortune to attend the second
Aviation Sports Forum, in Sydney. This
two-day forum allowed Alex Jones (HGFA
President), Craig Worth and I to meet with
representatives of CASA, Aerosafe and nine
other recreation aviation administration
organisations, to discuss the implementation
and improvement of safety and risk
management systems, pertinent to sports
and recreational aviation within Australia .
In attendance were a
number of senior figures
from CASA, including
CASA Director of Aviation
Safety, John McCormick.
Mr McCormick agreed
that continued communication between CASA and
all the RAAOs was important to maintain
safety and success for sports and recreation
aviation . In addition to he has indicated that
he would like to talk with Board members
of RAAOs during the next Board webinar
session on the 26 JUly.
Overall, the Forum was an excellent
opportunity for the RAAOs to meet, discuss
topics of mutual interest, and to talk
with the regulators, leading to enhanced
relationships and the opportunity to identify
opportunities for collaboration amongst
organisations. The forum also allowed us
to develop close working relationships with
CASfJ\s Future Technology and Sport Aviation
department; in particular James Coyne, Rob
Glenn and Donna Steele-Smith. We certainly
hope the rapport developed over those two
days continues well into the future, in order
to deliver benefits to HGFA and its members.

CAR 166 VHF Radios
The forum allowed the opportunity to
discuss a range of issues impacting on
the Australian aviation sports arena . Of
immediate concern was the issue involving
the implementation of VHF radios in HGFA
aircraft and the correct use thereof; in
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order to meet the directives
outlined in CAR 166. It was
further stated that, due to
a number of technical and
operational limitations,
there would be some
difficulty for HGFA pilots
to meet this directive. John
McCormick clearly replied that the CASA
ruling must be implemented and complied
with by all appropriate HGFA aircraft.
It was further discussed that the massgroup use of VHF communications, when
flying in and out of controlled airspace, would
present a problem for pilots, competition
organisers and ATC operators alike . John
McCormick stated that 'instruments', possibly
NOTAMs could be issued for organised
events, such as competitions, in order to
reduce airwave congestion by removing the
requirement for all pilots to make 10nm calls.
Hence, only 'free flyers' would have to carry
out the necessary 10nm VHF transmissions.
In response (post the forum), HGFA has sub-

and VHF broadcasts of other traffic and
advises each of the other's location and
intentions. If the competition were at a
location with RPT operations a condition
may be that HGFA competition cease
while RPT aircraft are in the area or be
restricted to a designated area.
An application for such an instrument
would be sent via the HGFA Operations
Manager, to the CASA Sport Aviation
office; with a minimum of forty (40) days
notice, in order to be administered by
the CASA Legal Services. HGFA could assist
this process by providing an assessment
of the completion location and mitigating
actions that would be undertaken to
reduce risk as part of the application.
For further information and understanding of the new requirements, HGFA Members
should study Civil Aviation Advisory Publications CAAP 166-1 and CAAP 166-2.
[www.casa.gov.au/wcmswr/_assets/main/
download/caaps/ops/166-1.pdfJ
[www.casa .gov.au/wcmswr/_assets/main/

mitted a proposal to CASA in order to ensure
that competition organisers and involved
pilots, all comply with the new standard .
CASA have reviewed said proposal and have

download/caaps/opsI166-2.pdfJ
One further requirement of introducing
this VHF ruling would be the completion of
a Radio Operators Endorsement (see Ops
Manual) VHF radio course/test, for those
HGFA members who have not already
completed one.
The HGFA is currently applying for a dedi-

approved it. So, the agreed procedure for
competition pilots and organisers is as follows:
1. Prior submission of 'instruments' (ie,
NOTAMs) for organised events such as

2.

3.

competitions, in order to reduce airwave
congestion by removing the requirement
for all pilots to make 10nm calls.
Note: all NOTAM requests are to be sent
to the HGFA Operations Manager, no
later than ten (10) working-days before
the event(s). He will then administer
such requests before submission to CASA
Sport Aviation Office (who will then liaise

cated VHF frequency or range of frequencies
for 'chat' purposes so that, in future, HGFA
Members will only need to carry one (VHF) radio.
HGFA have also been in discussions with
a number of Icom dealers, who are endeav-

with the Office of Airspace Regulation,
to arrange the issue of the NOTAM).

ments, courtesy of lcom staff's personal close
knowledge of HGFA aircraft operational and
technical requirements. HGFA will be providing further details of these distributors on

Prior email/phone/email communication
with relevant ATC operators, closer to the
date of operation, by the event organisers
CASA have also stated that, in regard
to the requirement to carry VHF radio
and in making calls under CAR 166, it is
recommended that HGFA seek an eventspecific regulatory instrument from
CASA, which exempts the competition
participants from meeting specific
requirements of CAR 166. Such an
instrument would contain conditions to
ensure the safety of other airspace users
while providing relief from compliance
for HGFA competitors. These conditions
would vary depending on the location
of the event and the associated risks.
For example, a condition may be that
a comms centre is established that monitors UHF broadcasts of HGFA competitors

ouring to provide the best price possible to
HGFA members for the purchase of VHF equipment. Furthermore, they offer an added
value on advice on the interfacing require-

the website and via Airwaves in due course.
In the meantime, UHF radios may also be
carried and indeed where there is no requirement in the area of operations for VHF radio
to be used then UHF radio can be sufficient.

'OnTrack'
CASA provided a demonstration of their online
'OnTrack' flight planning tool. 'OnTrack' has
been created to assist pilots in operating
safely around six Class D airports. The tool
offers interactive maps, videos, detailed visual
guides, air-to-ground and photographs on :
How to fly the inbound and outbound tracks;
Specific Class 0 procedures;
Airspace Infringement Avoidance
Strategies; and
Rules on Military Control Zones and
Restricted Areas, in close proximity
August 2010
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to the airports.
Feel free to visit [http ://services.casa .gov.au/ontrack/index.html]
to find more info and to see the tool in action.

CASAAudits
During the forum, CASA representatives informed us that they would
be attending field/functional audits, from August 2010 onwards. These
audits will be conducted at random throughout Australia, with either
the Operations Manager or a nominated representative in attendance.
Additional to this, HGFA is in the process of integrating an
on-line auditing mechanism, through the HGFA website. This will
allow timely and cost-effective audits to take place, while still
meeting the requisite safety and operational standards.
Further details of the locations and dates of the physical audits
and the availabilitylfunctionality of the online auditing system,
will be made available in due course .

Operations Manual
Craig Worth has been hard at work in developing a new and
updated Operations Manual. The need for this significant change
has been driven by CASf:\s directives to the HGFA, following
the 2009-2010 financial year's operational audit. Following the
findings of this audit, HGFA has worked tirelessly as a cohesive
team, to meet the recommendations and directives laid down
by CASA. We are confident that the documents and procedures
already delivered, coupled with those about to be delivered, will
comfortably meet the CASA requirements, while ensuring a safe,
accessible and enjoyable sport for all HGFA members .
More details on the update Operations Manual will be provided soon. Once completed and approved, hard-copies will be
made available, including an electronic copy on the HGFA website. We will notify all members when this becomes available.

Speed Wings
Recent discussions between Craig Worth and Brad Turner, from
the Australian Parachute Federation, have resulted in an agreement in regard to the correct affiliation of Speed Wing users.
The agreement sees that all Speed Wing users will have to be
members of the HGFA, under the Paragliding discipline, initially
as a student pilot. This will ensure that all such users receive the
correct level of training and certification for the use of such aircraft. Given that most current Speed Wing pilots will have sufficient (and varying) levels of experience in this form of flying , any
HGFA training should be of relatively short timeframe and would
therefore reduce the cost of such training requirements.
The APF have agreed to provide a newsletter article highlighting this change of affiliation, as have the HGFA in this forum
and the HGFA website and Airwaves newsletter.

Finally ...
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IC41 S inc extra HGFA & Manilla channels ............. $399 .00
IC400PRO in car, 20 watt (inc extra chs) .... . . ..... .. $419.00
Head Sets & Speaker Mic's ....................... $77.00

GRRMIH

Gek0201 10,000pts 3D track log, great back up unit . $189.00
GPSMAP76 10,000pts 3D track log and mapping ... . $269.00
GPSMAP76CSX colour with SD mem-card slot. ..... $489.00
All Garmin models available at Australia's best discount prices!

Elevation with special LST lens .. ... ................... $175.00
Evil Eye with special LST lens .. .... .... ........... ... ... $175.00
Optical insert special insert for all models ...... . ....... $66.00
All Adidas models are at 30%+ disc to RRP !

!M'!~' !JXJJm!NJl:§:7J!; ~
Downhill Full Face (airsports certified) ...... . .. ... ..... $242.00
Jetstream Open Face (airsports certified) ..... . ...... $220.00
8-Cool Basic Open Face (airsports certified) .......... $132.00

S

tJI~!1~ '®rJ~~

SuperFly GTX the best safety available ... . ...... . . $385.00
Fly GTX lighter weight version ................... .. ... . $365.00

Understanding the Sky Dennis Pagan's all time classic
reference guide to everything you need to know about the
weather - for all soaring pilots . . .. ...... . . .. ... ... .........

The Art of Paragliding Pagan's easy to

$77 .00

use classic

reference book for Novice and Intermediate skills .......

I would again like to take this opportunity to thank Craig Worth
for all his hard work, ahead of my commencement as Operations
Manager. Moreover, his continued role as advisor and his work in
developing an updated Operations Manual are clear indications
of his passion and dedication to the sport. The HGFA Committee
and I would like to publicly thank him for all of his past and present efforts and we wish him a peaceful and enjoyable future.
I look forward to meeting with as many HGFA members in the
coming months and years ahead . My primary aim is to provide you
with a timely, cost-effective and professional service as you would
expect, as a member of HGFA. In that context, I welcome any and
all feedback to develop such successful outcomes.
Safe flying .
HGFA OPERATIONS MANAGER

Mark Campbell
Mobile: 0403 850881 Email <mark .campbell@hgfa .asn.au>
August 2010

6005 Worldwide # I fully featured entry model .. .. .. ... $495.00
6015GPS GPS in a 6005 - new XC vario (with v3 s(wore) •• $715.00
6020GPS PG vers, like 6030 but no pitot for ASI .. . .. $1650.00
6030GPS HG version (inc mount) ... ................. $1970.00
Sonic Mini vario audio only .. . .... .. ....... .. . .... . $270.00
Windwatch windspeed+temp . .. . . .. ..... ........... $190.00
JDC SkyWatch windspeed only .......... .... ...... $121.00

$88.00

Thermal Flying

The best ever thermalling and XC text book
(for PG/HGj by German expert Burkhard Martens. Great diagrams

and explanations ..... ..... ........................ ... . .......

$99.00

Speed to Fly/ Security in Flight OSl. .. .. ............. ... .... .... ...... .. $66.00
Manilla Sky PG Worlds 2007 (90minsj ...... .... .. ... .. ................ $33.00
Getting High XC Open 2005 (40minsj ..... .. ........ ... .. ........ .. .. . $22.00

~'4 Manilla Paragliding
Sales - Service - Expert Advice - Tuition

Ph : 02 6785 65 45

-
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Contact Addresses
• • • • • • • • • •
GFA

Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St, Mt Waverley VIC 3149,
03 98021098.
Gliding Queensland
C/- Treasurer, 67 Glenora St, Wynnum QLD
4178, 07 38348311, 0417 762621.
NSW Gliding Association
The Secretary, 44 Yanko Ave, Wentworth
Falls NSW 2782, 02 68892733, 02
68891250, Trs: 0407 459581.
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicent SA 5280, 08 8733421,
0427 977218.
Victorian Soaring Association
4/139 Roberts St, Essendon VIC 3040,
03 83835340, 03 93355364.
Vintage Gliders Australia
22 Eyre St, Balwyn VIC 3103, 03 98175362 .
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,
0893282511,0894449505.
NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
C/- RSheehan, 176 Macquarie Grove Rd, Camden
NSW 2570, 0427 977127, 02 46553171.
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795,
02 63371180 (weekend), 0427 470001.
Byron Gliding Club Incorporated
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481,
0266847627 .
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra ACT 2601,
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250,
0243639111,0243844074,0412844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
C/- Matthews Folbigg, level 7, 10-4 Smith
51, Parramatta NSW 2150, 02 96357966,
02 96357966.
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
0266541638,0403088551.
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co-op ltd
PO Box 794, Singleton NSW 2330.
lake Keepit Soaring Club
234 Keepit Dam Rd, lake Keepit NSW 2340,
02 67697514.
leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, leeton NSW 2705,0269533825.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
0268892733,0418270182.
Orana Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68897373, 0418 270182.
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755,
0245873214.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
C/O Mr G R lee, 10 Federation Dr, Medowie
NSW 2318, 02 49829334.
Scout Association NSW Gliding
C/- Bob G Balfour, 80 Malvern St, Panania
NSW 2213, 02 96951100.
Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,
0268891856,0419992396.

Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
02 46558882, 0417 705997 (emergency).
Southern Tablelands Gliding Club
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,
02 62973504.
South West Slope Soaring Pll
181 Fishers la, Bendick Murrell NSW 2803,
0488531216.
Sydney Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570, 0412145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666, 02 69772733.
Gliding Queensland
2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QlD 4108, 07 38791980, 0415
150965.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QlD 4570,
0754867247,0412719797.
Boonah Gliding Club Incorporated
164 Depot Rd, Boonah QlD 4310,
07 54632630, 0408 016164.
Bundaberg Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,
0741579558,0417071157.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QlD 4510,
0418713903.
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QlD 4700,
0749331178.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
levell, 1 Swann Rd, Taringa QlD 4068,
0746637140,0409507847.
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 722, Cooroy QlD 4563, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91, Kingaroy QlD 4610, 07 41622191,
0438 179163.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265,
0428360144.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 3835, Hermit Park QLD 4812.
Pacific Soaring
PO Box 259, Caboolture QlD 4510,
07 54994997, 07 54994805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring
PO Box 144, Warwick QlD 4370, 07 38348311.
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877.
Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Incorporated
Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.
Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108,
0883805137,0429805137.
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 0871,
0889526384, 0417 530345.
Australian Junior Gliding Club
67A Balfour St, Nailsworth SA 5083,
0417421650.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461, 08 88645062.
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GFA MEMBERSHIP FEES 2010 - 2011

Membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Normal
$225
$230
$232
$230
$230

Family
$183
$188
$190
$188
$188

Student membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Full
$136
$141
$143
$141
$141

Family
$94
$99
$101
$99
$99
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Short-term membership: 1 Month' 3 Month'
QueenslandNictoria
$62
$79
New South Wales
$67
$84
South Australia
$74
$91
Western Australia
$72
$89
*Note: Once only purchase to Australian residents,
thereafter 12 months membership to be purchased.
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees:
Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Country
New Zealand
Singapore
Japan, Hong Kong, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America, South Africa

Price
$51
$51
$51
$74
$74
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Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
0885640240,0488841373.
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268,
0887521321,0409693027.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280,
0887333421,0427 977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Victor Harbor SA 5211,
08 85543543, 0409 677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 0821,
0889412512.
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341,
0885951422, 0417 890215.
Scout Gliding Club
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA
5097, 08 82895085, 0418 815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 85412644.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556, Whyalla SA 5600,
0886452619,0413 127825.
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689.
Beaufort Gliding Club
41 Ruby St, Essendon VIC 3040,
0431 702175.
Bendigo Gliding Club
PO Box 846, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54423459.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy Bay TAS 7005, 03 62267615.
Cloud Riders Pty Ltd
C/- 18 Wyndham St, Werribee VIC 3030,
0397413142,0429351234.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Derrinallum
VIC 3325, 03 55939277.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340,
0393385925,0409212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3671, 03 57621058,
0429 950580.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710,
0417514438.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491 ,
0427 315845.
latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,
0351221081,0407839238.
Mangalore Gliding Club
PO Box 208 Nagambie VIC 3608,
0357985512,0428635717.
Melbourne Motor Gliding Club
PO Box 278, Dingley Village VIC 3172,
0418511557.
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,
0260591417,0402075131.
Murray Valley Soaring Club ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036,
0400 244578.
Soaring Club Of Tasmania
34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,
03 62437508.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, leongatha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.
Southern Riverina Gliding Club
PO Box 32, Tocumwal, NSW 2714,
0358743052,0358742914.
SportAviation Pty Ltd
Gate 10, Babingtons Rd, Tocumwal Airport,
Tocumwal NSW 2714, 03 58742734,
0427534122.
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,
03 50257335,0448293927.
Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594, 03 50376688.
Tumbarumba Gliding Club
C/- Judds Engineering Pll, PO Box 5283,
Wagga NSW 2650, 02 69251642, 0428 251642.

VMFG
GPO Box 1096, Melbourne VIC 3001,
0402 281928 or 03 98486473 (h).
Wagga Wagga Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga
Wagga NSW 2650, 0427 205624.
WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets
7 Wing HQ, RAAF Base Pearce Bullsbrook
WA 6084, 08 95717800.
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,
0894595719,0437377744.
Gliding Club of Western Australia
PO Box 6231, East Perth WA 6892,
08 92212164, 0417 992806 (weekends).
Morawa Gliding Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,
08 98811795 (weekends), 0407 088314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
C/- Peter Hardy-Atkins, 8 Parker St, lockyer,
Albany WA 6330, 08 98428816, 0408 842616.

• • • • • • • • • •
HGFA

All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals, short
term memberships, rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, ph: 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.auj.
HGFA Operations Manager
Mark Campbell 0403 850881
< Mark.Campbell@hgfa.asn.au>.
Information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or club.
Board Members 2008 to 2010
Pres: Alex Jones 08 97344531 < President
@hgfa.asn.au>, 34 McAvoy Rd, Allanson
WA 6225.
V-Pres : Rob Woodward 0408 808436
<Vice.President@hgfa.asn.au>, 38 Addison
Rd, Black Forest SA 5035.
Sec: Martin Halford 0434 427500
<Secretary@hgfa.asn .au>.
Trs: John Twomey 0419357195 <Treasurer
@hgfa.asn.au>, 108 Osborne St, Williamtown VIC 3016.
Board Members:
Chris Drake 0466 005967 <chris.drake@
hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 988, Noosa QlD 4567.
Benn Kovco
Greg lowry
lee Patterson
Brian Webb
States, Regions
& Special Interest Groups
ACTHPA
lPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200;
[www.acthpa.orgj. Pres: Matthew Smith
<matt.taet@gmail.com> 0402 905554;
V-Pres: Nic Welbourn <nic@corinbank.
com> 0422 783763; Trs: Kristina Smith
<kdsmith71@gmail.com> 0407 905554;
Sec: Nic Siefken < Nicolas.Siefken@ausport.
gov.au> 0418 421683; Committee: Miguel
Cruz <pyro~gest@hotmail.com> 0432
987819, Andrew luton <andrewluton@
hotmail.com> 0404 254922; Public Officer:
Barry Oliver <Barry.Oliver@anu.edu.au>
0407 825819; Meetings: 1stThu/month
7.30pm Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936
<hgawa@hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Alex Jones <aa.jones@bigpond.net.au>;
Trs: Greg lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Mirek Generowicz <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; Trs: Colin Brown 0407
700378, <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
NSW HG and PG Association
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.nswhpa.orgj. Pres: Bruce Wynne
0417467695, <bwynne@bigpond.net.au>;
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V-Pres: Nir Eshed 0423 422494, <vice-president
@nswhpa.org>; Sec: Paul Cox 0421 072897,
<coxy@ccparagliding.com.au>; Trs: Graeme
Cran 0414 668424, <gicran@gmail.com>.
North Queensland HG Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob Hayes
0438710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.au>;
V-Pres: John Creswell 0400 122261; SecfTrs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418963796 <info@azurephotography.com.au>.
Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra
QLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
SAHGA Inc, clO PO Box 6260, Hallifax St,
Adelaide SA. All email: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com>. Pres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796;
SeclTrs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net). Pres: Stephen Clark 0419
997550, <stephenmclark@iprimus.com.au>;
V-Pres: Pete Steane 0407887310 <psteane@
vtown.com.au>; SecfTrs: Simon Allen 0438
086322, <simon.allen@csiro.au>. Northern
TAS info: Richard Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438
593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au). Pres: Martin Halford <president@
vhpa.org.au> 0434 427500; Trs: Rob Parker
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au> 0415 316861; Sec:
Steve Poole <secretary@vhpa.org.au> 0419
573321,50: Hamish Barker <hamish.barker@
gmail.com> 0437 137893; Site Dev: Mark Pike
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Glenn Bachelor <hangliding@netspace.net.
au>, Stephen Leak <sleak75@gmail.com>,
Julie Sheard <jsheard@ihug.com.au>, Jan
Bennewitz <jan.bennewitz@gmail.com>.
The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)
Pres: Andrew Shipley <andrewshipley@net
space.net.au>; V-Pres: Grant Cassar <granc
cassar@yahoo.com; Tres: Chris Drake <hgfa@
chrisdrake.com>; Sec: Jos Weemaes 02 6026
5658 <jweemaes@bordernet.com.au>.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au). Pres: Andy McMurray
(PG 50) <andyonalaya@yahoo.com.
au>, 0428 866737; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
(HG SO) dorbesy@virginbroadband.com.
au>, 0421 376680; SeclEd: Alex Drew
(PG SO) <dalexander@med.usyd.edu.
au>, 0423 696677; Trs: Allan Bush (HG
550) <bethandallan@bigpond.com>, 0407
814524; Comp Dir: Mark Stewart (PG 50)
<artik_mark@yahoo.com.au>, 0421 596345,
Comp: 2nd and last Sunday of each month.
Meetings: Contact committee.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com). Pres: Glen McFarlane 0414 451050 <glenbuilt@bigpond.com>;
V-Pres: Jeff Terry 0416 291545 <jeff@survival
solutions.com.au>; Sec: Julie Terry 0411 567825,
<julie@survivalsolutions.com.au>;Trs: Paul Cox
0417355897, <coxy@ccparagliding.com.au>,
5505: Paul Cox 0417 355897, Javier Alvarez
0418116681. Meetings: 1stThu/month,
7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, lIya Ave, Erina.
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, drent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael P~rter
0415920444; 550: Peter Dall 0428813746.
Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club
Pres/SSO: James Thompson 0418 686199,
<jamesflys@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Brent
Leggett 0408 826455, <brent@flashme.
co.au>; Sec: Albert Hart 0421 647013,
<albert.hart@bigpond.com>; Meetings: Last
Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.
IIlawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@
bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; 550: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc); Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <MichaeI.Porter@jllrid.
com.au>; V-Pres: James Ryrie 02 61610225
<James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Mourant
0248464144 <tully@ispdr.net.au>.
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Manilla SkySaiiors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au). Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wen ness
02 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.com>, 550
(HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmail.com>, 550 (WM): Willi Ewig
02 67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597; 550: Lee
Scott 0429 844961.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292; [www.
nhgc.asn.au). Pres: Stuart Coad <president@
nhgc.asn.au> 0408 524862; V-Pres: Dawson
Brown 0429 675475; Sec: Simon Plint 0407
613701, <SimonPlint@newcastle.edu.au>;
Trs: Allan McMillan 0400637070; 50s:
Coastal- Tony Barton 0412 607815, Inland Scott Barrett 0425847208, John O'Donohue
02 49549084, PG - James Thompson 02
49468680; Newsletter: David Stafford 02
49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings:
Last Wed/month 7:30pm South Newcastle
RLC Llewellyn St, Merewether.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net). Pres: Jan Smith 0438 876926
<jansmith.c1oudnine@gmail.com>;V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Marco Veronesi 0405
151515 <lucky-mpv@yahoo.com.au>; Trs:
Paul Gray 0407 738658 <mystralmagic@
gmail.com.au>; PR: Cedar Anderson 0429
070380 <cedaranderson@gmail.com>; Sites:
Peter Wagner 0431 120942, Col Rushton
0428751379 <colin.rushton@bigpond.
com>; 550 (PG): Lindsay Wooten 0427 210993
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; 550 (HG):
Andrew Polidano 0428 666843 <andrew@
poliglide.com>. Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
7pm, Byron Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres:
Chris Clements 0414 777853 <president@fly
stanwell.com>; V-Pres: Tony Sandeberg 0413
593054 <vice-president@flystanwell.com >;
Sec: Jorj Lowrey 0400 937234 <secretary@fly
stanwell.com>; Trs: Peter Ffrench 0403 076149
<treasurer@flystanwell.com>; M/ship: Nir Eshed
0423 422494 <nir@flystanwell.com>; 550: Mark
Mitsos 0408 864083, <SSO@flystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dean Tooker <capebanks@unwired.com.
au>; V-Pres: Brett O'Neil <b0307@westnet.
com.au>; Trs: John Selby 02 93447932 <john
selby@idx.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne 0417
467695 <bwynne@bigpond.net.au> or <sydney
hangglidingclub@y7mail.com>; DevlTrain:
Owen Wormald 02 94667963 <owen
wormald@nab.com.au>; 50: Bruce Wynne,
Doug Sole; 550: Ken Stothard. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, 7:30pm Botany RSL, Botany.
Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103. Pres:
Peter Rundle <sf27mz@gmail.com>;
V-Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616,
<nbf@whiriwind.com.au>; Sec: Kirsten Seeto
0405887857 <k_seeto@hotmail.com>; Social
Sec: Shanta Wallace 0416 938227 <shanta@
noworries-hg.com>; Committee: Graeme Cran
<crannie@ccparagliding.com.au>, Sandy
Thomson <sandythomson1@bigpond.com>,
Jeff Woodhall <jeff@erratic-demon.co.ub.
NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <redcentre
paragliding@yahoo.com>, contact for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring and thermal flying .
QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; 50: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns QLD 4870. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.
au>; V-Pres/50: Brett Collier 0431 151150
<brettcollier@bigpond.com>; Sec: Lance
Keough, 31 Holm St, Atherton QLD 4883,
07 40912117; Trs: Nev Akers 07 40532586.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au). Pres: Phil Mcintyre <president@chgc.

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of their Executive
Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific attention is directed to the listing of
5505 and 50s for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior 50s and 50s confirm
ALL 550 and 50 appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that
those holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive
notices and correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to be
endorsed by Clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation
is not received, those listed in the Database where no current forms or confirmation is held
the appointment will be taken as having expired.
General Manager, HGFA
asn.au>; V-Pres: Lee Patterson <vicepresident
@chgc.asn.au>; Sec: Mark Kropp <secretary@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Brandon O'Donnell
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Ed: Cameron
McNeill 0419 706326; Gen-Exec: Greg
Hollands <gem@chgc.asn.au>; 550 PG:Phil
Hystek 0755434000 (h), 0418155317 <550
@chgc.asn.au>; 550 HG: Lee Patterson
0417025732 <sso@chgc.asn.au >.
Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
'The Lagoons' Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec:
James Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.
edu.au>; Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699
<jaw12@bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wali
0427 177237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.
telstra.com>; 550: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187,
07 49387607. Towing Biloela: Paul Barry
07 49922865, <prbarry@tpg.com.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Club
[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/) Pres: Lewis
Nott 0488 082937 <president@conondale
xcflyers.asn.au>; Sec: Michael Strong 0414
845785 <secretary@conondalexcflyers.asn.
au>; Trs: Steve Stocker 0411 226733 <steve
stocker@optusnet.com.au>.
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
17 Mizzen St, Manly West QLD 4179. Pres:
Daron 'Bool' Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@
aclad.com.au>; SeclTrs: Annie Crerar 0418
711821, <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; 550:
Jason 'Yoda' Reid 0424 293922, <jasonr@
gleda.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
Pres/SSO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<Iindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; V-Pres:
Alistair Gibb 0414577232, < llthhour@iinet.
net.au>; SeclTrs: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; V-Pres
& 550 (HG): David Cookman 0427 498753;
V-Pres (PG): Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs:
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Chris Ferreira
0420 980572 <kcplans@hotmail.com>; (HG):
David Cookman 0427 498573, 07 54498573;
550 (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille 0418 754157,
07 54863048.
Wicked Wings Club
Toowoomba & District PG/HG Club Inc,
19065A Thallon Rd, Kensington Grove QLD
4341. Pres: Peter Schwenderling 0427 461347
<swendo1@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Richard
Cook 0427 805960 <richardtc@aapt.net.au>,
Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256.
Whitsundays HG Club
SecfTrs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
0749555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA
Tasmanian HG&PG Ass. (see States & Regions)
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Dale
Appleton 0408 382635; 550: Rob van der
Klooster 0408 335559. Meetings: 1st Fri/
month, venue see [www.dynasoarers.vhpa .
org.au).
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.melbourne.vhpa.org.au). Pres: Gabriel
Toniolo 0407544511, <gabriel.toniolo@
hotmail.com>; Sec: Peter Davies 0400 883155
<pd33725@hotmail.com>;Trs: Greg Stroot '
0402 473113, <greg.stroot@ozonline.com.au>;
550: Peter Holloway 0408 526805, <info@
freedomairsports.com.au>. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Trs/M/ship:
Greg Jarvisy 0407047797; SSONHPA Rep: Joe
Rainczuk 0419 875367; Committee: Barb Scott
0408844224, Bill Brooks 0409 411791; 550:
Karl Texler 0428 385144; Meetings: [www.
hgfa.asn.au/- nevhgcl) .

Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org); Pres: Steve
Leak <pres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>,
0409553401; V-Pres: Martin Halford <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0434 427500;
Trs: Julie Sheard <tres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>, 0425 717944; Sec: Phil Lyng
<sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0421
135894; M'ship: Loz Pozzani <mem@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0421 389839;
Nov Rep: Mike Armstrong 0412 329442
<nov@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;Web:
Pete Condick <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>, 0400 560653; Safety: Carolyn Dennis
<safety@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0427
555063; Committee: Steve Poole 0419573321 .
Meetings: 1st Wed/month 8pm Retreat Hotel,
226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http://home.vicnet.net.au/- stclub/). Pres:
Mark Howard 0419 855850 <mark.howard@
auspost.com.au>; V-Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenj@
jelfor.com.au>; Sec/Ed: Kelvin Glare 0421
060706 <kalkat@optusnet.com.au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <dean@ultimate.net.au>. Meetings:
2nd Tue/month 8pm Manning-ham Club, 1
Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org). Pres: Phillip Campbell 0419 302850,
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Anthony
Meechan 0407163796, <meeks65@yahoo.
com.au>; Sec: Rachelle Guy 0438 368528,
<rachelle.guy@cgu.com.au>; Trs: Richard
Carstairs 0409 066860, <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <Rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The Golden
Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556; Sec: John
Middleweek 08 98412096, fax: 08 98412096.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Mike Annear 0400775173 <mike@
mikeannear.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407
003059<tromes@bigpond.com>;Trs: Colin
Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond .
com>; Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428
935462 <shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod
Merigan 0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.
au>, Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <c1ive@iinet.
net.au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; SOs: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org). Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/SSO: Murray Wood
<muzel71@bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771;
SeclSO: Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth: SSO:
Mark Stokoe <Mark.Stokoe@health.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461.
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillflyers@tpg.com .au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; SeclSSO: Gary Bennet
0412611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, Dave
Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held on site
during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres: Keith
Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey 0428
504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 483, Mt
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Michael Duffy
<lehanggliding@gmail.com>;V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jason.kath@yahoo.com.au>; SecfTrs:
Mirek Generowicz 0427 778280, <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; SSOs: Shaun Wallace, Gavin
Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick Williams, Michael
Duffy. Meetings: See [http://au.groups.yahoo.
com/group/western_soarers/).
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the time of printing, the Executive
meeting for June 2010 had taken place.
As always, the interim minutes will
be posted on the website for member review. A short summary will be
made once these minutes have been
ratified by the Executive.

•

Housekeeping
Over the last few months, much activity
has taken place for the Executive, volun teers and GFA office staff. The office
system enhancements continue to be
implemented. The Informz module, part
of the iMIS15 database, has been used
on a number of occasions to communicate
various subjects to members. These items
have included club affiliation renewals,
President's newsletters, a CASA AN,
annual fee notification and a recent
Operational Directive. One of the features
of the Informz software is the ability
to measure responses to emails and
provide an indication of target group
participation in viewing these electronic
messages. For the club affiliation Informz,
60% of members open the email; for
the newsletter, 42.5% opened the email;
for CASA notifications, 50% opened the
email; and for the annual fee notification,
56% of members opened the item. Most
surprising, though, was the targeted
audience of CFls, Level 3 instructors,
and Club and State presidents/secretaries
for the most recent OD issued by the
Operations Department. Only 38% opened the email in this select group. It is
worth noting, however, that this system
of communication will only be used for
those subjects that are deemed to be
important and time critical, unable
to wait for the delay in the production
of Soaring Australia .
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During memberships renewals,
Secretariat staff confirm that all members'
email addresses are current and correct.
Once the Public User Interface is installed
and live, members have the ability to
make additions and changes to their
own member details.
Du ring aircraft registration processing,
the GFA has CASA delegation to process
its instruments (Forms) . GFA cannot alter
or modify the contents of these instruments in anyway. Forms with 13## refer
to the 'Australian Aircraft Register'.
This register, when dealing with aircraft
deemed as appropriate to gliding or
soaring, are administered through CASA
delegation by GFA staff. So when dealing
with registration issues, refer to your
kindly GFA Secretariat subject expert for
a quick and painless explanation of these
processes, rather than doubling up on
your time and effort if you inadvertently
deal with CASA instead.
The GFA president (Mr Daryl Connell)
and vice-president (Mr Phil McCann)
attended a Sports Aviation Forum in June
2010 in Sydney over a two day period.
This event, sponsored by CAS A and the
second such forum held, was attended
by the Self Administering Organisations
within the Sports Aviation sector, CASA
and Aerosafe staff, with John McCormick
and James Coyne present. The president

and vice-president were invited to address
the forum with a 30-minute overview
of GFA activities and achievements, and
highlighted the advances made by GFA
as a Self Administering Organisation.
It has consolidated its effectiveness as
an organisation worthy of its exemption
status as a progressive administrator of
the sport of gliding . The outcomes from
attendance were considered positive
and worthwhile in the current climate .
The new iMIS15 Web Content
Manager is progressing, with the GFA
Secretary wiling away many a wintry
night building the backbone for the
corporate web depository. The look, feel
and presentation of the site is being
given much attention for ease of use,
and your feedback once completed will
help in maximising its functionality. The
iMIS database has also been configured
to record Pilot Qualifications and
Airworthiness Inspectors Qualifications.
It is envisaged that once all data has
been transcribed into the database, we
will be able to issue a new version of the
GFA plastic membership card containing
the individual's qualifications in both
categories on the rear side similar to
that issued by HGFA. Printer and software have already been purchased .

Facts & Figures
Did you know: That the total Maintenance
Record sales for last 12 months equalled
729, of which 14 were for vintage aircraft?
That new registrations since 30 June 2009
was 15, of which three were new aircraft,
one was a new homebuilt, and 11 were
second-hand imports? That there were
181 changes of ownership or address,
which necessitated the issuing of new
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Certificates of Registration? And that
there were two new types of aircraft?

Insurance

Funding

A question was sent in to the 'Insurance
Officer' regarding an unregistered vehicle
that was towing a club's pie cart and

As part of the Australian Government's
Pathway to Success package, the
Australian Sports Commission ('the
Commission ') in collaboration with

what, if any, insurance was available
for it. The vehicle is required to comply
with any current state law if driven on
roadways that would fall under the

the State and Territory Institutes and
Academies of Sport has identified those
sports which are considered to be the
higher priority for possible additional
high performance funding investment.
Unfortunately, gliding was recognised
as 'Other' against the selection criteria;
however, according to the ASC we
may still be able to have access to the
remainder. I quote:
"All recognised national sporting
organisations may make a submission
for additional high performance funding
beyond that provided to them in 200910. However it should be noted that the
focus of most, if not all, new funding
investments will be directed towards
those sports identified as the higher
priority sports. This of course does not
preclude a sport identified as a lower
priority sport from seeking an allocation
from the new high performance program funding. "
Concerning additional participation
program funding: "The Commission is
currently leading a similar process of
prioritisation to determine new funding allocations for sports that can demonstrate the most impact in driving increased
participation in sport." This is an avenue
for funding that the GFA can still explore
for international competitions .
Please be aware of the upcoming
AGM and ABM and the intention to alter
some of the Articles of Association of
the GFA. A short summary is contained
within this addition of Soaring Australia
for your review.

auspices of a roads and traffic act. This
means that it would have no cover at
all, and the driver would be subject to
the penalties that the roads and traffic
act would impose . If the car is driven on
private property or roadways that are
exempt from the roads and traffic acts
applicable, then the vehicle would be
covered primarily as plant and equipment
under the first point of call policy taken
out by the affected club. Subsequent
GFA policies would then be called upon
as needed in the case of Broad Based
Liability, Contingent Liability, GFA General
Liability Cover or the GFA Voluntary
Workers Personal Accident Cover.

Safety
The SMS implementation team has,
in conjunction with the Operations
Department, begun rolling out the
Club Risk identification and mitigation
process in conjunction with safety
seminars that are scheduled around
the country. This is an ongoing process
that will be completed sometime in
2012 for all clubs. The reporting of
incidents is as important as reporting
an accident, as the information received
is invaluable in keeping the sport safe
and pilots aware of potential hazardous
trends. IRIS reporting is continuing in its
implementation stage, and an update will
be forthcoming .

GFA Volunteer Vacancies
ROO (VIC),
•

MPIO (Member Protection
Information Officer), VIC,
RTO/A, Qld
Please refer to BM for details.

Many thanks to Anita Taylor who has
kindly volunteered her services to become
the MPIO for NSW.
GFA BUSINESS MANAGER

Peter Hopkins
Mobile: 0451055316
Email <BM@sec.gfa.org.au>
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NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS
All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Inc/Advertising
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Ph : 03 9303 7805, Fax: 03 9303 7960
Email : <Advertising@sec.gfa.org.au>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution
(300dpi at 100% size) using TIF or EPS formats.
Photographs may be provided in either photo print
or slides. Low resolution digitals are not suitable.
Photographs, slides or disks may be returned. Please
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope
for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to
publication . (Payment by cheque, money order or
credit card). Don't forget Classifieds deadline is the
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
For current advertising fees, go to [www.gfa.org.au].

Single-seater Sailplanes
A5W 15 GYU. 3600 hrs, 3100 landings. Enclosed
trailer, tow-out gear, basic in struments, incl. 360ch
radio, boom mike, barograph & Zander sR820 computer. Urgent sale, make an offer. Ph: 08 82887881
or 0448 676499.
A5W 17 VH-YKL. Complete enclosed trailer
& instruments now in Australia, $35000.
Ph: Brad Edwards 0427 202535 or 02 67711733 .
A5W 20BL VH-HDY, 15m & 16.6m configurations.
2650 hrs, 860 landings. Comp ready. Excellent trailer.
Full tow out gear. Many extras. Price negotiable.
Ph: Gary 03 53524938, or <gstevo@dodo.com.au>.
HPH 304 5hark VH-GAG Built 2008. 18m Class
competition glider, only 250 hrs, immaculate showroom condition, factory finished in polyurethane,
Cobra trailer & tow-out gear. Great performer &
current holder of several international glider records
with longest flight of over 1200km. Current new
price for this glider would be over $175000 excellent opportunity to buy Australian demo for
$145000 to make way for Jet Shark in 2011. Ph:
Andrew 0488161844 or <georg028@bigpond.com>.
Discus B incl. L-Nav, GPs, Microair radio & an
enclosed trailer. The glider is based at Gawler &
has been well maintained with a good finish & in
excellent condition. $65000. Ph: John 08 83563038.
Hall Cherokee II VH-GOV Historic sa ilplane has
been tediously restored & is ready to be covered
with Oratex UL 600. The cost to complete is about
$4k. Has passed all inspections & has current CofA.
Has good trailer. Perfect for a collector or 1st owner.
$2500 ono. Ph: James 0413 007917 or <james@
jf-x.com>.
1528. Due to fleet restructuring the Gliding Club
of Victoria offers for sa le one of either of its Is28s,
COD (7500 hrs TT) or WVV (13250 hrs TT). Both
28s are in very good condition with standard in struments & radio. The price is $19000 & $16000
respectively & it was thought VV could be attractive
to a sma ll club or syndicate. Ph: Robert 03 9489
4298 or <softdawn@optusnet.com.au>.
1529 D2 VH -WUY. Great condition, 1800 hrs, 30
yearly done, Form 2 to 4/2011. Open trailer, tail
dolly, winglets, Xcom radio, Borgelt instruments.
NDH. $18500. Ph: 0407365268.
Jantar 2 5td VH -IUD Good condition, winglets,
good instruments, Flarm ,recently completed Form
2 & ready for the soaring season with all tow-out
gear & enclosed trailer at $25000. Ph: 0438 047985.
Jantar 5td 2 VH-IZT 1850 hrs, 1100 landings.
Good clean condition. Microair radio, Borgelt instrumentation, canopy hinge. Well thought out trailer &
all tow-out gear. Competitive Standard Class performance at $28000 negotiable. Ph: Paul 0404 851876.

Jenne Goldsmith in Ka6E
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Jantar Std 2 VH-UKP $25000 ono, 2060 hrs, 850
landings, registered 12/1981, custom made trailer,
groundhandling gear, Borgelt basic instruments,
vario, speed to fly & final glide computers. Turn &
bank, Becker radio, oxygen (diluter demand system),
parachute. Ph: Rob 08 93062241,0428270153 or
<rvduffy@bigpond .net.au>.
K7 VH-XJV Must sell. 4011 hrs, good condition, no
trailer $5000 neg. Ph: 07 54960331 or 0422 388229.

Super Xi mango Plus. A true touring motor glider.
Excellent condition. Just completed 600 hourly &
Form 2. $165000. Fully equipped & tooled. Details &
photographs: Paul <energy@whitsunday.net.au>.
TST-10M Atlas with enclosed factory trailer, towing gear, no parachute, no current Form 2, approx.
300 hrs, hangared over past two years unused, Rotax
447 engine, $45000 ono. Ph: Stefan 0402 280146.

LS8-18/1S Fully equipped/optioned + Cobra XL,
Priced btw 120 to 135000 depending on equipment.
Ph: Miles Gore-Brown 07 55789904 or <mgbsia@
pacific.net.sg>.

PIK20E 302/303 Low frame & engine hrs, incl.
trailer, $68000 if another glider is not sold. Ph:
Vic 02 67657050.

Silent Targa
Inject (www.alisport.com).
Highly optioned new demo unit, <6 launches
& test hrs for CofA only. One-man self-rig package
(20 min), steerable tail wheel, super Cobra trailer.
Pure fun & independence. Price neg. Ph: Greg
0400 114747 or <gregdoylel@me.com>.

Pilatus B4 Aerobatic. Refurbished, clean paint,
fresh Form 2. With trailer. $15000. Ph: 0417649475.
Std Cirrus VH-GJR Borgelt vario with averager &
speed command, Cambridge electric vario, Microair
radio, dual battery installation, Swiss cylindrical
aluminium trailer & tow-out gear. Same owner
since purchase at World comps Waikerie 1974,
TT 1800 hrs, $16000 ono. Ph: Marc 0408 819998
or <michellm@bigpond.com>.

Ximango 2005

Ventus 2cx 18m Sell aircraft incl. trailer, available
for inspection at Warwick airfield, Qld. Ph: 0419
989288 or 0438 371145 to discuss further.

ZBF for Outback touring. Very good condition . 100
HP prop mods done. E 650. A 770. AH. DG. Nav com,
Cam vario, GPS, transponder, jacks, tools, spares, keylock, ELl $170000, T hangar at Camden available.
Ph: Barry Bowerman 02 46366314, 0427 003644.

Two-seater Sailplanes

Wanted

Duo Discus T VH-JSR Best Duo in Australia,
like new, beautifully finished, meticulously
maintained, winglets, handles like a Duo X, low
engine hrs, complete package with parachutes,
instruments, oxygen, trailer. Ph: Shane 0418 759310,
<mac53@ecn.net.au> or Ralph 07 38436178 (h),
<rhenderson@iinet.net .au>.

Self launcher: Glass with Form 2 or close. $50 to
70000 or thereabouts. Reply <katl.anna@bigpond.com>.

Self Launching/Motor Gliders
ASH-25J under development, should be operational
by October. Top performance Open Class two-seater,
fully equipped, competition instruments, oxy, NOAH,
parachutes, ground handling gear, trailer, fantastic
performance, winner of several Nationals. Sell
or syndicate. Ph: Paul Mander 0417 447974 or
<paul@mander.net.au>.
Dimona H36 with L2400 motor. Just finished
3000-hr survey & extension to 6000-hr life. Latest
motor & prop. Folding wings & transponder, flies
beautifully & all in excellent condition. $85000.
Ph: John 03 52366290.
Grob Twin 111103 Self launcher. Very low hrs,
refinished; delight to fly. $125000 flyaway. $135000
with trailer tow away. Ph: Mark Rowe 0403 307363
or <justsoaring@g mail.com>.
Two Grob 103s & one trailer based at Gawler. Min
hrs remaining. Make an offer. Ph: John 08 83563038.
GROB 3 SL VH-GLL 'FIRESALE PRICE' two-seater
self launching sailplane, latest mdl with Discus type
wing, VG Avionics, 38:1 glide Excellent XC Trainer or
self launch conversions. New paint 2010 (P Holmes),
low hrs, approx. 550, canopies perfect, incl. Clam
shell Cobra trailer, complete package all in excellent
condition, we must sell this glider now - priced to
go, an absolute bargain at $99000. Call us for more
info, our loss will be your gainl Ph: 02 66847627 or
Txt 0400 553642.
SF 25B Falke VH-KPT. 60 HP Limbach motor, 900
hrs to run . Excellent cond ition. $38000. Ph or Txt:
0413 645140 for more details.
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Libelle 201 B VH-GCJ, serial no 454. 2900 hrs, new
canopy, new panel with Borgelt Va rio, LX20 GPS
logger, radio & Flarm. New water bags & c/w towout gear & a good trailer. Wing covers & fresh Form
2, $16000. Ph: 02 66243999.

PIK 20B VH-GTV. Half share based at BSC as Don
Gray is retiring after 28 wonderful years of the
sport & comradeship. Price $12500, T-hangar extra.
Ph: 02 63624430.

Technical Soaring/OSTIV: Quarterly publicationof
SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers. c/o
T U Delft, Fac Aerospace engineering, Kluyerweg 1,
NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box
577. Gisborne VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa.

Instruments & Equipment
Xcom radio + Winter instruments package for
new glider. Cambridge 302/303 + calibrations Ian
McPhee 0428847642 mrsoaring@gmail.com

Gliding Publications
Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value
modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues.
Plans & other specia l books available. PO Box 30,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
Free Flight: Quarterly journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &
articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
Gliding International: The new international
gliding magazine edited by John Roake. Specialising
in being first with news from every corner of the
soaring globe. A$60 p.a. Personal cheques or credit
cards accepted. Contact: Gliding Internationa l,
79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New Zealand. Email:
<office@glidinginternational.com>.
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England.
Annual subscription for six copies £17 .50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sailplane Homebuilders Association. $US29 (airmail
$US46) to SHA, c/o Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Inc. PO Box 2100, Hobbs,nm
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually):
$US43 surface delivery; $US68 premium delivery.

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members
up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified
per person per issue will be accepted .
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office
for membership verification/payment by email
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post:
4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.
The deadline is 25th of the month, for publication
five weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for
one issue. For consecutive publication, re-subm ission
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.
When submitting a classified remember to include
your contact details (for prospective buyers),
your HGFA membership number (for verification)
and the State under which you would like the
classified placed. (Note that the above does not
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may
place multiple classified entries, but will be
charged at usual advertising rates.)
All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required
for the specific aircraft being reflective of
the pilot's actual rating & experience. All
members must adhere to the maintenance
requirements as contained in Section 9 of
the Operations Manual & as provided by
manufacturers. Secondhand equipment
should always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible.
Advice should be sought as to the condition,
airworthiness & suitability of the aircraft.
It should include examination of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is unethical
& a legally volatile situation for individuals
to provide aircraft which are unsuitable
for the skill level of the pilot, or aircraft
that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
NEW SOUTH WALES

Litespeed S 5 Carbon LEs, inners & outers, carbon
sprogs, carbon battens. Zoom frame, zoom basebar
(aerofoil aluminium). Carbon basebar optional for
extra $400. Smoke inlaid sail. Current design, mnf
01/07. Same as flown by Attila to win the Worlds.
130 hrs. Beautiful to fly. Whitelred stripe/grey. $7000.
Ph: Bruce 0417 467695 or 0293654635 (Bondi)
or <bwynne@bigpond.net.au>.
Microair 760 Radio. Suit base station, single
place, or if paired with Lincs intercom can be used
in a trike. Still under factory warranty. $600. Ph: Ian
0412 429689.
QUEENSLAND

Shark 156 very good condition, owner/service
manual & pod harness suit 5'10" to 5'11", $850.
Moyes Contour harness, mainly electric blue with
dark blue end, used for four to five hrs. Back-up
chute. Suit, slim 180cm pilot. $1100. Whole lot
$1850. Ph: 0418775610 or <wayneb@optusnet.
com.au>.
VICTORIA
Airborne XT 582 Cruze wing, 110 hrs, new trailer,
new full cover, training bars, bar mitts & more.
Ph: Ron 0433 551103.
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VICTORIA

VICTORIA

VICTORIA

Dynamic Flight School
Specialising in:
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Medium.
DHV 1-2.
85 to 105kg
Fuel colour
scheme (blue/
white/orange).
very low 15 hrs
max. Gin Gingo
Airlight harness. M.
(1 flight). Gin flightdeck
NEW. Gin carabiners
& aluminium speed bar.
Suit new buyer $3200
ono. Ph: Chris 0402 206192
or <chlansell@gmail.com>

We are based in Bright, NE Vi ctoria, wide ly
renowned as Australia's best flying region.
Bright has been host to numerous Australian &
international competitions.

_ _ _ _----l

Feel confident that you are learning with the
best, our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over
10 years.
Courses
• Introductory & HGFA licence course
• Th erma l & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow courses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales
We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.

Hang Gliding & Microlighting

~urses,

_

~

17 Tansey Court, Trawalla33i3

Phone - 03 5349 2845
Email - Rohan@dynamicflight.com.au
Web - \'V'ivw.dynamicflight.com.au

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Microlights & Equipment
QUEENSLAND

Airborne Redback 503

Active Flight
Fred Gungl. ph: 0428 854455
www.activeflight.com.au

Bright
Victoria

EAGLE SCHOOL OF MICROLIGHTING
established 1988

Intro and Full
Licensing Courses
175 engine hrs. 130 wing hrs, full maintenance &
service history, full covers & paniers, stone guard net,
Icom radio with new intercom & new self·powered
headsets, always hangared fully rigged, hangarage
available (Sunshine Coast), wing trolley, range of
spares available, Tundra tyres, reliable trike, in excellent condition - $18500 ono. Ph: 0403 810988.

General
KANGOOK
The latest range of Kangook paramotors.
Dudek Reflex paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares
& your reserve parachute equipment all on our
website for your inspection with prices. Ph:
Ben 0418 753220.

Tandem Instructional
Flights
New & Us ed Glid ers
Harnesses
BIOS Helmets
Radios
Varios
Garmin GPS
Reserves

Flight Suits
Flying Boots
My st ic Members hip

POLlGLlDE
The best quality multifunctional gloves on the
market. Three in one gives you 4 variations
adapted especially for Paraglider &
Hang glider pilots.
Contact: POlIGlIDE at
www.poliglide.com

SUPPLY / Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina
SUPPLY I Cocoon3 concertina
www.parasupply.com

Feel free to contact us, we are happy to chat with you.
bag,
bag,
bag,
bag,

PRESS TO TALK SYSTEM
PARA SUPPLY I PH sys, PARA SUPPLY I PH sys,
PARA SUPPLY I PH sys, PARA SUPPLY I PH sys,
PARA SUPPLY I PH sys, PARA SUPPLY I PH sys,
www.parasupply.com
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• Apart from being fortunate enough to have the
most consistently reliable weather for training
in Australia .. .
• Australia's longest running Microlight school.
• Our person centred approach means that we
value feedback and individually tailor our training
methods to suit the student's needs.
• We specialise in remedia l training when you get
stuck in your present learning environment.
• We are interested in seeing you achieve your
goals and make your dreams a reality.
• You will receive ongoing support after
your licence
• We aim to shape you into a safe and confident
pilot by encouraging you to cha llenge yourself
in a safe and supportive environment.
• If you are already a Hang Glider, Paraglider or
Glider pilot you'll learn for half price!
We look forward to assisting you to master
a new set of skills which will take you
to new heights in every respect.
NO PRESSURE SALES!!! BUY IN YOUR OWN TIME

CONCERTINA BAG
PARA
PARA
PARA
PARA

Why come to North-east Victoria
to learn with Eagle School?

STEPHEN RUFFELS CFI
Mail address: 16 Hargreaves Road. Bright, 3741

100 Gavan St Bright Vic 3741
03 57551753 - 0428 352048
www .a lpineparagliding . com

(03) 5750 1174 or (0428) 570 168
email <fly@eagleschool.com.au>
Look up our website:
[www.eagleschool.com.aul
download our'Learn to Fly' brochure
for what's involved, plus costs.

Soaring Australia
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NEW SOUTH WALES

QUEENSLAND

NEW SOUTH WALES

HIGH ADVENTURE

Paragliding
and has more all year round flyable days than
anywhere else. It has 4 large safe astra-turfed
launches for nearly all wind directions - no need for
long drives to other sites. Great ridge soaring and
thermal XC flying all in one location. Hosted the
Manilla 2007 Paragliding World Championships !

)

• CFI Godfrev Wenness is the most experienced
paraglider pilot in Australia. Over 8000hrs airtime
since 1988, World Record 335kms (98-03), Longest
Tandem Flight 223kms (00-03), Multiple National
records, National XC League Winner (inaugural 01
& 02 ), Instructor Examiner, Aust Team Member,
Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA Safety & Ops Cttee,
Competition organiser and owner of Mt Borah.

• Novice License courses :Our famous 9 dav livein course is the only one that goes beyond the
HGFA minimum requirements. It includes
thermalling , ridge soaring , safety manoeuvres and
much more. The course includes equipment, on
site accommodation and a $400 equipment
spending voucher .... all for only $1720 !

RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment

• Other tuition :personal 1on 1Thermalllng, XC,
Skill Improvement, Refresher days & Intermediate,
Advanced , Tandem , Paramotor & other ratings.
• All EqUipment hire is available at excellent rates.

APca Aviation three yearsl250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and
100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APCO gliders [www.apcoaviation.comj.

• HG &SkVdiVe to PG endorsements based on
skill competency for fast progression .

APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000

Australia's biggest distributor of

Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
FULL LICENCE COURS E - Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
REFRESHER COURSE - Groundhandling, top landing or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the experts.
INTERM EDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT - We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
SALES AND SERVIC ES- New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Austra lia), over 2,500 student days' experience,
instructing since 1995.

products, all online at the best prices
See our website for more details

Paragliding and Paramotoring

www.highadventure.com.au

www.highadventure.com.au
(0429) 844961

~
/~'G~~"'~(\

~

"..;.;.

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]
NEW SOUTH WALES

c ____Professional Paragliding
Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and service

Dealer for Advance Charly Fly tee Icom
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]
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• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
• Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin,
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone,
Paratech, Sky, Swing, UP
•
•
•
•
•

AD~CE -=FlVTEC:::iii ~~.
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~
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• Cabins and CamPing on site. Stav at Mt Borah III
nice and quiet, great social scene, wireless internet,
swimming pool , and soon a coffee lounge and bar I

0261856545

~

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

\'"

best brands. Australian importer of ADVANCE ,
FL YTEC, HANWAG, LAZER and more. Stockist
and service of all equipment new and used.

~www.flvmanilla.com ~

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding - APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 0754863048 - 0418754157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>

• ONLY the highest qualitv equipment from the

Full written report
Harness repair and modifications
Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
Parachute repacking
Orders taken from anywhere in Australia.
New Zealand and Asia

• Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

~

Godfrev@llymanill8.com

Australia's onlv World Class
Flving Site and School
Advertising Index - August 2010
Airborne
Canungra Cup 2010
Cross Country Magazine
Darling Downs 5C
Eco Watch
GFA AGM Notice
GFA Form 2
GFA Gliding Seminar
HGFA Merchandise
High Adventure
Keepit Soaring
Manilla PG - Accessories
Microair Avionics
Mountain High Oxygen
OAMPS
One Small Planet
Poliglide
Poliglide Dambuster
SportAviation PL
Swift Avionics
Team 5

IBC
14
35

3
3
11
12
13
BC
BC

13
41
IBC
11
44
15
BC
7
39
IBC
17
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www .swiftavionics .com .au

t aVionics
NEW for Paragliders and Hang
FLYMJ\STE~

C~.:::>

J\VIONICS

The 6 1 is the base model of Flymaster F1 's proven
technology. providing the pilot with an extremely
sensitive and accurate variometer. which will detect
even the weakest of thermals.
Real time altitude plotter. 3 altimeters.
Storage for over 1600 flight log records.
For the competition pilot. the feature packed 6 1 Nav
provides Integrated GPS . 4 position fixes per second
Waypoint database. route optimization
piUS all the benefits you 'd expect in a top level flight dec

For Gliders ............... .
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NK ClearNav now
at Swift Avionics!
Swift Avionics now has an alternative for pilots who
prefer not to use an open source solution like
We are pleased to offer pilots a choice!
ClearNav offers an interface to Cambridge 302 and a
secure logger, a bright screen and 640 x 480 pixel
resolution.
Several mounting options available.
Stick mounted or remote controls.

absolutely brilliant

SWIft
i
PO Box 726.
NSW 2480 Australia

ph:0266221666
sales@swtftavlonics.com.au

Triadis Altair is still the gold standard
glide computer for XCsoar users. A
masterful piece of electronic design,
Altair offers two versions, 'standard'
and 'Pro', the latter having secondary,
built-in un-interuptable power supply
and and an IGC approved logger. If it
is the flexibility of free open-source
software, and low current drain you
are looking for , look no further .
With the Euro looking very sad , now
is the time to buy.

M760 GLIDER SINGLE

COMBO KIT

REDBACK

TUNDRA

Stay at High Adventure's Beach House
situated in Pilots Paradise - Laurieton, NSW
This four bedroom holiday home (recently renovated) offers
access to good affordable accommodation for all pilots.
Situated just 200 metres from the beach and 50 metres from the river.
Transport to flying sites daily at minimal cost, fly both Inland
and coastal at one of our 15 launch sites.
Mountain bike use for free for pilots staying, also:
We have free use of high speed internet and theatre

Long and Short
IIIIIW!!~ Sleeved Polo

Peak Caps

Long an
Sleeved Cham

Slouch Hats

Stickers/Badges

SALE ITEMS
E: office@hgfa.asn.au W: www.hgfa.asn.au P: 03 9336 7155

